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Abstract 

 
“Innovate or die” is one of the mantras of today’s economy. In order to survive, companies are 

forced to innovate. It is extremely essential to develop innovative ability to constantly cope with 

rapid changes in different industries such as Telecom, IT and Media. The research aim is to design 

an innovation framework which helps to assess the innovativeness of a department and thereafter, 

derive management implications for improving the innovativeness. A single descriptive case study 

of a high-tech department has been chosen. The triangular research design consisted of literature 

study, qualitative interviews and online surveys. In the first step, various factors that influence the 

innovativeness of departments are identified. Consequently, key learnings from other departments 

within the same corporation will be discussed. The results of survey, propositions and interviews 

will be compared to identify parameters of the innovation framework. The framework helps to 

structure valuable insights that link to management implications. The novelty of this paper can be 

claimed since it is the first research which combines assessing innovativeness via triangulation 

method and deriving management implication from the results in the field of innovation research.  

The outcome is an innovation framework with 17 different dimensions that have an influence on 

innovativeness at the department level. The study demonstrates a deep understanding of the current 

innovativeness of the investigated department and draws most relevant managerial implications 

based on other departments’ best practice. 
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Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations 
 

KEYS – An instrument which is developed and validated to assess the organizational climate for 

creativity (Amabile et al., 1996). It measures various different dimensions on an individual 

perceptions such as organizational encouragement, management practices, sufficient resources, 

motivations, and interactions of individual work groups. The obstacles are lack of organizational 

impediments and workload pressure. KEYS aim to observe to what extend these perceptions 

impact creativity in the workplace 

 

Idea Box – Internal innovation management tool of Ericsson. Employees can submit their ideas 

and get feedback from colleagues from all over the world to improve it. Ideas can also be rated 

and might result in successful business innovations. 

 

IPTV – Internet protocol television can be prescribed as the delivery to subscribers of 

entertainment videos services such as ‘Video on Demand’ (VOD), live streaming and ‘Interactive 

TV’. It is different compared to the normal video viewed over the internet in a sense of superior 

quality and performance. 

 

KPI – Key Performance Indicator. Companies commonly used as a measurement for achieving 

specific goals 

 

ICT – Information and Communication Technology 

 

Pro social motivation - A voluntary behavior intended to benefit another (Eisenberg, Fabes, & 

Spinrad, 2007). 

 

Transactional leadership - Refers to a style of management that is based on an exchange 

relationship between a manager and their employees. An example is the goal agreement, which 

governs what is expected of the employee and what financial or intangible advantages (or 

disadvantages) he expected when he meets the requirements (or not met) (Burns, 1978). 

 

Transformational leadership - Refers to a leadership model, in which the followers feel trust, 

respect, loyalty and admiration towards the executive and thereby outperform the average. It goes 

beyond the transactional leadership model and change (transformed) the attitude and behavior of 

employees and colleagues towards a new, higher level. Transformational leadership behavior 

clarifies the meaning and importance of common goals and ideals. Managers and employees alike 

are challenged, inspired and motivated to make a meaningful contribution to the success of the 

organization and thus to achieve the common mission. In other words: Transformational leaders 

understand how to generate enthusiasm and confidence, they can entrain other; they are perceived 

as role models and give their employees a sense of pride and appreciation (Avolio & Bass, 2004). 

 

Hackathon - An internal event at Ericsson where employee can learn new programming 

languages; install Linux on your computer...the prize is the Chrome Stick… which inspires some 

teams to work on it. It is the event organized by developers for developers (according to one 

interviewee). 
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1. Introduction 

Today, innovative behavior is the key to performance, success and long-term survival. Innovations 

should be embedded in every aspect of the company, not solely for technology and R&D 

department. The importance of innovation management was emphasized by Peter Bonfield (1999) 

as follows: 

 
“Doing the things we do now and doing them better, cheaper, and faster will take us so far. 

But it will not take us far enough. We are going to have to do new things in new ways.” 

(Peter Bonfield – C.E.O. of British Telecom, 13/01/1999)  

 

Many organizations implement innovation management tools however often face implementation 

problems, such as employee’s low acceptance and negative perceptions which resulted in low 

usage of these new tools (Mainemelis, 2010). The goal is to build innovation proficiency where 

innovation are continuous, on-going and systematic. Innovation should be integrated into 

organization processes (McGrath, 2013). Nonetheless, the phenomena of creativity and innovation 

are complex and require skillful leadership in order to maximize the value that is created by new 

ways of working. 

Recently, there has been a significant increase in published articles on creativity and innovation in 

general and at the workplace. Many articles focus solely on creativity theory and its assessment in 

the work place; one of the first and highly respected assessments is ‘KEYS to Creativity’ (Amabile, 

Conti, Coon, Lazenby & Herron 1996).  

The development of KEYS is based on the primary concepts of the componential theory of 

creativity which will be discussed in section 3.2. However, there are limited assessment tools 

which can be used to measure the innovativeness of a department; most assessments are for 

organizations in general. Furthermore, there are no explicit explanations why do some departments 

have a higher innovativeness compared to others within the same company. In addition, there is a 

lack of clarity and linkage between creativity theories to the innovative assessment tool. Even 

though innovativeness is driven by employee’s internal drive and intrinsic motivation (Amabile, 

1997), the most important question for the corporation is how to motivate and create a work place 

environment that allows creativity and innovativeness to foster? 

 

The research aim is to design an innovation framework which helps to assesses the innovativeness 

of a department and thereafter, derive management implications for improving the innovativeness. 

In the first step, various factors that influence the innovativeness of a department are identified. 

Then, most relevant factors will be adopted for assessing the current level of innovativeness. 

Applicable key learnings from other departments within the same corporation will be discussed.  

The main research question is whether it is possible to apply best practice from other department? 

The sub question is how to derive managerial implications for a department and to apply these 

‘lessons learnt’ from another department within the same corporation to increase the 

innovativeness?  

This will be done in a descriptive single case study of an internet protocol television (IPTV) 

department of Ericsson AB.  
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To provide a brief description of the case; Ericsson is a Swedish company that is considered as 

one of the leading companies in the information and communications technology (ICT) industry. 

The global headquarter is located in Stockholm. With the ICT industry rapid transformation where 

telecom and IT meets; new skills and dynamic capabilities are needed.  

The high-level management has strong intention to drive innovation and creativity as the key to 

long term success. One business unit that gets a lot of attention is the IPTV where multiscreen 

solution is one of the biggest topics. In response, the manager and the innovation team at the IPTV 

department has initiated the research area that focus on developing an innovation framework. 

The structure of this study is organized as following: Firstly, the well-known definitions and 

typologies of creativity and innovation in the workplace are stated in chapter 2. The prominent 

theories about creativity and innovation at the workplace will be reviewed in chapter 3. The 

methodology which is used to develop the framework is thoroughly explained. Consequently, 

research results will be presented in chapter 5.  The discussion is based on drawing comparison 

between theory-based propositions and findings from in-depth interviews. Lastly, a further 

research area is provided in last chapter.  
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2. Definition Creativity and Innovation 

Nowadays, the term creativity is used for almost everything - starting from creative industries, and 

creative society to even creative accountancy. Therefore it is important to define it. Furthermore it 

has to be clarified where is the exact difference between the terms creativity and innovation. What 

do they have in common and what separates them? 

Creativity is considered as the generation of novel and useful ideas, innovation whereas has 

generally been conceived to be both the creation of new ideas at the first stage as well as their 

implementation at the second stage (Amabile, 1996; Oldham & Cummings, 1996; Shalley & Zhou, 

2008; West & Farr, 1992).   

There are different definitions developed in the past however they are lacking a general agreement 

between researchers over what founds either creativity or innovation. Recent literature suggests 

that boundaries between the two concepts cannot be drawn. On the one hand authors have argued 

that creativity occurs besides early stages of the innovation process also in recurring and recursive 

processes of idea generation and implementation (Paulus, 2002). On the other hand, some 

researchers have supported a strong conceptual differentiation between creativity and innovation 

(Oldham & Cummings, 1996; Rank, Pace & Frese, 2004).  

There are empirical studies which support the suggestion of no clear separation between the two 

concepts. The studies show that the innovation process is seldom straight and often messy, 

repetitive and contains back- and side steps (King, 1992; van de Ven, Poole & Angle, 1989). 

Furthermore, it has been argued that creativity related with absolute, ‘true’ novelty, while 

innovation also includes ideas that are not completely novel like ideas that have been adopted or 

adapted from other departments within the company or from other organizations and are just new 

to the unit of adoption (Anderson, De Dreu & Nijstad, 2004). Innovation has been argued to 

involve inter-individual social processes in the workplace, whereas creativity involves primarily 

intra-individual cognitive processes (Rank et al., 2004). More importantly, ideas can be reliably 

placed on a continuum of novelty and radicalness just as well as innovation which can include 

radical and novel ideas as well as ideas that are more incremental innovations (Zaltman, Duncan 

& Holbeck, 1974).  

Due to creativity centres on idea generation and innovation put emphasis on idea implementation; 

creativity is often seen as the first step of innovation (Amabile, 1996; Mumford & Gustafson, 

1988; West, 2002a, 2002b). For innovations, new practices and ideas implemented in an 

organization may be generated by employees (Janssen, 2000), however ideation by employees in 

organizations is not required for innovation, the ideas could also come from outside the 

organization (Zhou & Shalley, 2010). Employees count as engaged in innovation as long as they 

intentionally introduce and apply new ideas, methods or practices (Anderson et al., 2004; West & 

Farr, 1992). Even if innovation and creativity are related constructs, they are not at all identical. 

Researches have introduced the term of role innovation (West & Farr, 1992) and innovative 

behaviour (Yuan & Woodman, 2010) when it comes to investigating innovation or idea 

implementation at an individual level of analysis and innovative behaviour. In this thesis an 

integrative definition illustrated below is given for addressing these various issues and in order to 

deliver definitional clarity (Anderson, Potočnik & Zhou, 2014, p.2):  

 

“Creativity and innovation at work are the process, outcomes, and products of attempts to develop 

and introduce new and improved ways of doing things. The creativity stage of this process refers 

to idea generation, and innovation refers to the subsequent stage of implementing ideas toward 
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better procedures, practices, or products. Creativity and innovation can occur at the level of the 

individual, work team, organization, or at more than one of these levels combined but will 

invariably result in identifiable benefits at one or more of these levels of analysis.” 

The research is motivated to understand in-depth context of theoretical concepts of innovation and 

the assessment of innovativeness. The innovativeness in this context can be understood as the 

capability of an organization to be innovative or in other words to be able to create innovations. 

Measurement of innovativeness is important since it demonstrate the ability of some department 

to perform better than others. 
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3. Theories  and Assessment of Organizational Creativity and 

Innovation 

A deep understanding of the different creativity and innovation theories is necessary to 

comprehend the research gap. Consequently, the most pronounced theoretical concepts will be 

briefly illustrated. Furthermore, a short overview of the existing assessment methods for measuring 

organizational innovativeness will be given. 

 

3.1. Measuring Innovativeness  
Empirical research on innovation is long standing. There have been several approaches to measure 

innovativeness which evolved over time.  

Different factors that have an influence on innovativeness should be examined in order to make it 

possible to measure it. They concluded that innovativeness can just be assessed by including 

influences from the environment, strategy and organization (Capon, Farley, & Hulbert, 1994). 

The technological innovation challenges, manifested strategic innovation intentions, product 

innovativeness, innovativeness of core machinery and innovative leadership are factors that were 

used by Avlonitis, Kouremenos and Tzokas (1994) to measure innovativeness. They developed a 

multidimensional measurement method that requires historical consistency in behavioral and 

technological dimensions of the innovative companies.   

 

Another study examines the relationships between innovativeness of firms, their organizational 

performance, and organizational characteristics (Subramanian & Nilakanta, 1996). They widened 

the definition of the construct of innovativeness and measured it multidimensional to show the 

relationships between organizational factors, innovativeness and performance. Furthermore they 

proved that innovativeness does improve organizational performance.  

 

An alternative conceptual framework incorporates constructs that pertain to innovation in market 

orientation research. The results of the study indicate that higher levels of innovativeness in the 

company culture are linked with a greater capacity for adaptation and innovation. An innovative 

company culture is characterized by emphasizing learning, development, and participative 

decision making (Hurley & Hult, 1998).  

Wang and Ahmed (2004) aimed to develop an assessment tool to measure the construct of 

organizational innovativeness. They developed a questionnaire based on literature review and 

identified five dimensions of organizational innovativeness. These dimensions differ from the ones 

of Capon et al. (1994). They identified behavior, product, process, market and strategy as 

dimensions. 

 

The existing assessment methods can be categorized into 12 innovativeness indicators. These 12 

indicators are clustered in input orientated, process orientated and output orientated (Carayannis 

& Provance, 2008). Single and limited sets of indicators like the number of patents or R&D 

expenditure are criticized, because they cannot assess the whole picture of innovativeness. 

Following their understanding innovation is as an ongoing process and needs to be managed by 

the companies. 

Saunila and Ukko (2012) provide a conceptual framework designed for measuring innovation 

capability and its effects. The framework consists of seven categories: inputs, knowledge 
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management, innovation strategy, organization and culture, portfolio management, project 

management, and commercialization. This paper is not solely focus on the innovativeness 

assessment but on the effects on business performance as well(Saunila & Ukko, 2012).  

To sum up, all researchers agreed that innovativeness can just be measured with a 

multidimensional method however there is no clear propensity which dimensions should be 

measured.  

 

3.2. Organizational Creativity 
Amabile developed the componential theory of creativity in 1983. Subsequently, she made 

advancement on the fundamentals this theory and expands it into organizational creativity and 

innovation in 1988. One of the most important statements of this theory is that the work 

environment has an impact on the employees’ creativity by affecting factors that contribute to 

creativity, the source of organizational innovation (Amabile, 1997).    

KEYS is an instrument which is developed and validated to assess the climate for creativity 

(Amabile et al., 1996). It measures various different dimensions such as organizational supports, 

management practices, sufficient resources, motivations, and interactions of individual work 

groups. According to Spender and Strong (2010), KEYS taps on various factors for engaging 

employee creativity at the most leading-edge companies.  

 

Based on creativity theory, individual creativity hinges on expertise, creative skills, and the task 

motivation of individuals which can be seen in the lower part of figure 1. Even though there are 

various different level to assess the innovativeness within a corporation, KEYS focus on the 

individual perception and how they influence and affect the creativity of an individual. 

 
Figure 1: Impact of the Organizational Environment on Creativity (Amabile, 1997, p. 53) 

The componential theory of creativity assumes that all humans with normal capacities are able to 

produce at least moderately creative work in some domain, some of the time – and that the social 
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environment (the work environment) can influence both the level and the frequency of creative 

behavior. The componential theory suggests that creativity is most likely to occur when people’s 

skills overlap with their strongest intrinsic interests – their deepest passions – and that creativity 

will be higher, the higher the level of each of the three components is. This is the “creativity 

intersection”(Amabile, Conti & Coon, 1996; Amabile, Barsade, Mueller & Staw, 2005;  Amabile, 

1997). 

 

Creativity skills are the ability to associate many things; this can varies from one person to another. 

It is part of a personality traits which cover different skill-sets such as self-discipline, encourage 

risk-taking, ability to tolerate uncertainty, persistence when faced obstacles, also, shows lower 

concerns for social approval. Another illustration is for example, the capability to suspend 

judgment on one specific approach and to seek alternative solutions for a problem. In short, a 

person learned to employ some techniques for instance when everything else fails, try something 

counter-intuitive. Lastly, if a person is productively creative, this would probably resulted in an 

ability to concentrate for a long period of time; eliminate unproductive strategies; temporarily 

putting aside unmanageable problems. Nonetheless, creativity skills can be harnessed and 

strengthen via training, learning different techniques to improve the intellectual capability and the 

cognitive flexibility (Amabile, 1997).  

 

Expertise component consists of various aspects such as memory for factual in-depth domain 

knowledge, excellence technical proficiency, and remarkable talents in the area. Supposing that a 

person has some kind of rewards to perform a certain task, their performance can be quite 

satisfactory or acceptable if a person possesses the pre-requisite expertise. However, even as an 

outstanding expert in the subject, it does not necessary means they will always produce creative 

work, in situation where creative thinking skills are missing. The likelihood that a person can 

contribute high creativity work is often lacking (Amabile, 1997).  

 

Task motivation can be either intrinsic (internal drive that originally come from individual deep 

interest, curiosity and personal quest to overcome challenge) or extrinsic (external drive by the 

desire to win a promised reward or a competition). A number of studies have shown that an 

intrinsic motivation has a tendency to be more conducive to creativity rather than extrinsic 

motivation. This component is important because even though a person has deep level of expertise 

and creative skill-set. It cannot always be implied that a person will choose to be fully engage in 

the task. In other word, a highly intrinsically motivated person is more likely to build and develop 

skills from other domains that are lacking. Although components such as expertise and practice of 

creative thinking skills are to some extent influenced by the social environment, from past studies, 

the result shows that it is the motivation component that has the most impact and which directly 

influence the environment. From past experiments, task motivation level can vary due to influences 

such as job rotation.  
 

Despite these three key components of creativity, resources such as financial support and time also 

influence the creative ability and are perceived as a link to the organizational motivation to 

innovate. Managerial practices, such as supervisory encouragement and enabling challenging work 

is also crucial for managing innovation (Amabile et al., 1996; Amabile, 1997). This model is 

supported by some empirical studies in terms of the role of its motivation component. A 

psychological mechanism is underlying that affects employees’ creativity based on influences 
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from the work environment (Shalley, Zhou & Oldham, 2004; Zhou & Shalley, 2010). The other 

components however have not received as much research attention as the motivation component.  

 

3.3. Interactionist Theory of Organizational Creativity 
The interactionist theory of organizational creativity developed by (Woodman, Sawyer & Griffin, 

1993) emphases that creativity is an intricate interaction between the individual and its work 

environment on different levels of the organization. This model extended from the componential 

theory of creativity by two ways. First, this model included external influences as well as intra-

organizational influences; also, they gave prominence to intra-individual factors in this 

interactionist approach 

At the individual level, creativity is the result of many factors. Beside the ones that are listed in 

figure 2 they mention antecedent conditions (such as biographical variables), social influences like 

rewards, and contextual influences like physical environment.  

 
Figure 2: Conceptual Links among Creativity on individual, team and  

Organizational level (Woodman, Sawyer & Griffin, 1993, p.309) 

 

At the team level, team creativity is a consequence of the creative behavior of individuals and their 

interaction in a group. The creativity is influenced by group composition, group characteristics 

like size and norms, processes within the team, and contextual influences like a reward systems.  
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At the organizational level, innovation is a function of the previous parts: individual and group 

creativity. The interactional theory of organizational creativity has been one of the most frequently 

used conceptual frameworks in stressing the connections between the individual and context 

factors that might block or increase creativity at work (Shalley, Gilson & Blum, 2009; Yuan & 

Woodman, 2010; Zhou & Shalley, 2010). Additionally, refer to figure 2, organizational 

characteristics consist of various dimensions such as organizational culture, resources, rewards, 

strategy, structure, and focus on technology. Nonetheless, KEYS also assess most of these work 

environment aspects (Amabile et al., 1996). 

 

3.4. Individual Creative Action 
The theory of individual creative action focuses compared to the previous theory just on 

individuals. Ford who developed the complex theory in 1996 claimed that employees have to 

choose between two contrary options – to do the daily routine with habitual actions or to be 

creative. His framework consists of three factors that can influence the decision of the employees 

which option to take. The factors are motivation, sense-making processes and knowledge or skills.   

Creativity of individuals is according to Ford (1996) a result of combined influences of these 

factors. It is argued that if there is any of them missing the employee will not take the option of 

being creative. If an employee is motivated to start a habitual or creative action is additionally 

determined by emotions like e.g. interest/anger as enabler of creativity, goals, capability beliefs 

(confidence in own creative ability) and receptivity beliefs (expectations that creativity is of value 

or will be rewarded). 

This model is very complex and difficult to test empirically as a whole. Therefore it has not 

attracted as much research attention as the previous theories however in the recent years some 

researchers converge to this theory and supported it empirically (Janssen, 2005; Unsworth & 

Clegg, 2010). 

 

3.5. Cultural Differences and Creativity 
The question of whether there are differences in creativity in different cultures has substantial 

consequences for economic development, management practice and international business (Morris 

& Leung, 2010; Zhou & Su, 2010). Especially because this thesis uses the multinational company 

Ericsson as a case this aspect is worth a closer look. There is a research-gap and researchers from 

different areas called for more attention in this field of cultural differences and their impact on 

creativity (Anderson, Potočnik & Zhou, 2014; Shalley et al., 2004; Zhou & Shalley, 2003).   

Theories about cultural aspects in individual creativity have focused on how task and social 

contexts curb the relation between creativity and cultural values of the individual 

individualism/collectivism and power distance (Erez & Nouri, 2010). If culture influences the 

assessment of creativity was investigated by Hempel and Sue-Chan (2010). Another aspect is how 

culture diminish impact of coworkers, leaders, supervisors and social networks on creativity (Zhou 

& Su, 2010) 
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Chiu and Kwan choose a general approach and examined how culture affects the entire process of 

creativity (Chiu & Kwan, 2010). 

There are also some studies on creativity at the team level. Zhou (2006) developed a model of 

paternalistic organizational control based on international research with the topic of cultural 

differences between work teams in Eastern and Western countries. The model investigates how 

the different styles of top-down management control of organizations have different effects on the 

creativity of team from different cultures; for instance if the form of paternalistic control at the 

organizational level has another influence on a team in India than on a team in Sweden.  

Paternalistic control in this level is described as the level of control that is applied by the top 

management over the employees and task-related decision within work teams. The conclusion of 

Zhous’ paper is that the impact of this control on the intrinsic motivation and therefore on the 

creativity of a team differs depending on the national culture. Creativity in teams from the eastern 

world should be controlled from the organization because this fosters the intrinsic motivation of 

the team and its creativity whereas teams from western countries act completely different and 

organizational control inhibit creativity and motivation. 

This model is a multilevel theory and hence difficult to examine empirically. Most conceptual 

works investigate the positive effects cultural diversity has on creativity (Stahl, Maznevski, Voigt 

& Jonsen, 2009). Their work argues that cultural diversity promotes divergence in teams, and 

divergence leads to creativity. 

 

3.6. Team Climate for Innovation 
The theories so far focused on creativity whereas the following two will focus on innovation.  

In 1990, an innovation theory was developed that focused on the factors that support innovation 

(West, 1990). Four factors were identified: Vision, participative safety, task orientation and 

support for innovation. (1) The vision needs to be understandable, accepted and valued by the 

members of the team to increase the innovation. (2) Furthermore it is necessary that the team 

members perceive when they propose new ideas and solutions that they will not be criticized or 

judged. (3) Innovation is enhanced when there is a stimulating discussion of different solutions 

within the team which at the time will more likely be examined. (4) Last but not least the 

innovativeness increases if team members feel supported for being innovative (Anderson & West, 

1998). This theory has been often applied in research about team innovation and has received 

support from primary and more recently from meta-analytic studies (Hülsheger, Anderson & 

Salgado, 2009). 

 

3.7. Ambidexterity  
Ambidexterity is defined as “the ability of a complex and adaptive system to manage and meet 

conflicting demands by engaging in fundamentally different activities” (Bledow, Frese,  Anderson, 

Erez & Farr, 2009, p.320). Generally ambidexterity represents successful management of both 
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exploitation for example production and implementation of products and exploration e.g. creating 

new products. 

The ambidexterity theory was recently promoted by (Bledow et al., 2009) to explain the process 

of managing contradictory demands at multiple organizational levels to successfully innovate. The 

integration of activities between self-regulatory processes on one hand and active management on 

the other has been distinguished. This theory suggests that both are required for the integration of 

activities performed by subsystems or at different points in time (Bledow et al., 2009). Support has 

been published for the major precepts of ambidexterity theory (Rosing, Frese & Bausch, 2011).  

Potential for future studies is seen on leadership effects in innovation processes (Anderson, 

Potočnik & Zhou, 2014). 

 

3.8. Research Gap 
Referring to chapter 2; creativity and innovation are multifaceted topics which can be examined 

from different angles. Many researches focus on the first step of innovation; the idea generation 

process, fewer focus on the second step the idea implementation or the transition from step one to 

two. The reviewed theoretical frameworks are the major ones in the field of innovation and 

creativity in the workplace. The theoretical concepts have different levels of complexity and 

analyze different levels: the individual, team and organizational level. The measurement of 

innovativeness of organization is mainly input (e.g. R&D spending) or output focused (e.g. number 

of patents). These measurement methods make it hard to derive implications how to improve 

innovativeness due to the processes within the company are not investigated. It is crucial for 

companies to assess the current level of innovativeness of their product departments to be able to 

identify which areas to improve. Based on literature review, an assessment tool for innovativeness 

on a department level does not exist; only Amabile developed the KEYS which assess climate for 

creativity in the work environment. 

Big multinational companies often have the same organizational setting for all departments within 

the organizational structure however some departments are more innovative than others. The 

comparison of intra-organizational connection received no research attention so far.  

Refer to section 3.5 which taps on the cultural differences. Another important aspect that can be 

illuminated: Can different departments within the same corporation learn and apply best practice 

of innovations, despite factors like culture and demographic locations? This question has not been 

answered so far. Accordingly, the aim of this study is to develop a systematic approach for 

assessing the innovativeness of a single department within a big corporation. In addition, it is 

important to examine what are the applicable best practices that can improve the innovativeness 

of the IPTV department or to observe if different cultural, team or leadership conditions prevent 

this. Once the applicable best practices are identified, management implications can be derived.   
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4. Methodology 
 

In the first section the reason why the case study approach was chosen will be explained. The 

design of this research is illustrated in a work process diagram that aims to explain how the 

propositions are derived and elaborated on the main important elements of this study. 

Consequently, the selected propositions are explained in details under section 4.3. The details of 

the qualitative approach will be discussed in section 4.4. Due to the number of employee in the 

department; a quantitative approach was integrated to collect opinions regarding the 

innovativeness of the department. This is briefly described in section 4.5.  

 

4.1. Case study 
The qualitative case study is a research approach to explore a phenomenon within its context using 

a variety of data sources. The issue is therefore explored from different angles which allow 

pointing out different facets of a phenomenon and helps to understand it completely. 

Stake (1995) and Yin (2003) are the major experts in case study methodology. They developed 

two approaches which seek to ensure that the topic of interest is well explored however both 

methods are quite different. What they have in common is that they base on the constructive 

paradigm which implies that truth is seen as relative and dependents on the perspective.  

This thesis uses the case study methodology, because according to Yin (2003; 2006) it is intended 

to answer how and why questions and the contextual conditions needs to be covered since they are 

relevant to the phenomenon of low innovativeness. The case is defined as a kind of phenomenon 

occurring in a bounded context (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 

The unit of analysis will be the IPTV department of Ericsson in Stockholm. The phenomenon of 

low innovativeness in that case will be assessed from different angles. Other departments will be 

investigated as well however this will not be a comparing multi case study rather a descriptive 

holistic case study. This type of case study is used to describe an intervention or phenomenon and 

the real-life-context in which it occurs (Yin, 2003). 

In the paper proposition are pointed out which will later be used to analyze the results and draw a 

conclusion. Furthermore to assure construct validity a mixed methods design following the 

triangulation concept will be applied. As part of the case study qualitative interviews and a 

quantitative survey were conducted. The research question is a complex topic that can barely be 

covered with one method. With this approach it is aimed to collect a richer and stronger array of 

evidence compared to a single method.  

The issue of internal validity does not apply for a descriptive case study whereas external validity 

is an issue that needs further attention. Critics typically state that single case studies offer a poor 

basis for generalization. Yet case studies are not comparable to classic survey research. The 

analogy to samples and general population is wrong when dealing with case studies due to that 

case studies do not rely on statistical generalization but rather on analytic generalization. 
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Reliability refers to the absence of differences in the results if the research were repeated (Collis 

& Hussey, 2009). Hence, the qualitative interviews templates can be found in Appendix B. The 

interviews are not transcribed however summarized in Appendix C. Furthermore complete 

recordings of the interviews can be found in an audio version. An overview over the selected items 

of the online survey can be found in Appendix D. 

 

4.2. Work Process  

 
Figure 3: Work Process Diagram 

 

The research design began with literature studies and reviews broad dimensions of creativity and 

innovation. The key words used for this study were ‘creativity’, ‘framework’, ‘idea generation’, 

‘group creativity’, ‘work environment’, ‘Innovation assessment’ and ‘innovativeness’. Several 

research databases were selected, EBSCO, WOS, JSTOR and Google Scholar. The most popular 

authors and the most cited paper lead to supplementary papers. Other relevant papers were 

identified from the reference and using the Social Science Citation Database. The significance and 

validity of the papers could be reviewed. This method enables a deep understanding of the topic 

and makes it possible to give an overview about the current concepts of innovation in research. 

The online survey was adapted from the KEYS (Amabile et al., 1996) since the structure and the 

covered dimensions were very relevant to this study. In addition, findings from the exploratory 

interviews were integrated in the questionnaire, for instance the usage rate and user experience of 

the innovation management tool, called ‘Idea box’.  

 

An interview template was created based on propositions derived from literature and in an iterative 

procedure developed from interview to interview to integrate new learnings. Furthermore it was 

revised to best fit with participant’s job description and roles in the organization.  
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The results of survey, propositions and interviews will be compared to identify parameters of the 

innovation framework. The framework helps to structure the gathered insight and to derive 

management implications. 

 

4.3. Case Study Propositions 
Theoretical concepts were selected based on relevance to the case study. Even though, there are 

numerous articles about innovativeness of organizations. Most prominent findings which are 

connected to the case study are summarized in following subsections. The subsections serve 

solely the purpose to guide the reader. The propositions are knowledge and motivation, task, 

autonomy and feedback, leadership and managerial support and team spirit. 

4.3.1. Knowledge and Motivation 
One of the propositions derived from literature is that employees need to know how to be creative 

in order to come up with new ideas. Amabile (1996) pointed out that knowledge is a key 

component to creativity however there have just been a few empirical studies on the effect of 

knowledge on creativity and innovation in the workplace. One study investigated the creative 

ability and how it influences innovation under different levels of unsupportive climate within a 

company. It showed if the creative ability is low, there is a negative relation between unsupportive 

climate and creativity on the one hand and if the creative ability was high on the other hand the 

creativity remained high regardless the level of unsupportive climate (Choi,  Anderson & Veillette, 

2009). 

The research of Terwiesch & Ulrich (2009) suggests ‘innovation tournaments’ as a tool to identify 

promising ideas for innovation. Similar to television shows like ‘American Idol’, departments 

should use a tournament like approach to identify a small number of promising performers from 

thousands of would-be contestants to identify new opportunities for their businesses.  

Beside the knowledge how to canalize the creativity and make the most out of it, the employees 

need to be in the right mood to be creative. A positive affect at work led to creativity (Amabile, 

Barsade, Mueller & Staw, 2005) however (George & Zhou, 2002) found out that despite a negative 

affect creativity increase in cases when a clear structure of high rewards and recognition for 

creativity exists.  

There are several theoretical concepts on motivation, most have the differentiation between 

extrinsic and intrinsic motivation in common. Extrinsic motivation is driven by external factors 

such as threats and awards, whereas intrinsic motivation is driven from inside an individual by 

factors such as satisfaction and enjoyment. 

Rewards in general are a big topic in research. If they hinder or facilitate creativity is not yet proven 

(Zhou & Shalley, 2003). The relations between creativity and rewards are too complex to give an 

explicit answer. There is a positive relation between creativity and rewards when employees have 

jobs with low complexity and an adaptive cognitive style (Baer, Oldham & Cummings, 2003). 

Innovation involves the exploration of new untested approaches that may fail as a natural part of 

the innovation process. Pay-for-performance schemes that punish failures with low rewards 
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therefore may in fact have adverse effects on innovation. The optimal incentives exhibits 

substantial tolerance (or even reward) for early failure and more rewards for long-term success. 

Under this incentive scheme, compensation depends on the path of performance and not only on 

total performance. 

The payment should be performance-based. Additional the working hours should be flexible and 

the job should have a high variety and autonomy. The higher this human resource flexibility is, the 

higher is the level of innovativeness (Martínez-Sánchez, Vela-Jiménez, Pérez-Pérez & de-Luis-

Carnicer 2011; Shipton, West, Parkes, Dawson & Patterson, 2006). 

Along extrinsic motivation in form of rewards employees need to have an intrinsic motivation to 

be creative. The intrinsic motivation to be innovative is the key driver in this process and a pre-

requisite (Amabile, 1996). It is even stronger when the ‘pro social motivation’ is higher (Grant & 

Berry, 2011). Companies need to have the right innovative climate. People should be supportive 

for each other and there should be a high climate for personal initiative and psychological safety 

(Baer & Frese, 2003). 

Development of shared and clear objectives will facilitate innovation only if members are 

committed to the goals of the group. This is because strong goal commitment is necessary to 

maintain group member persistence for implementation in the face of resistance among other 

organizational members (West, 2001). 

4.3.2. Task, Autonomy and Feedback 
After pointing out what skills the employees need to bring and how to motivate them to enable 

innovation the focus is now on the job descriptions itself. A high level of innovativeness requires 

a certain kind of job complexity (Farmer, Tierney & Kung-McIntyre, 2003; Oldham & Cummings, 

1996; Shalley et al., 2009). People need to have challenging tasks and perceive their projects as 

important in order to come up with ideas of improvement.  

Hackman and Oldham (1980) define a high complex job as one that provides the opportunity to 

learn new and improve a variety of skills, one that you can identify with and has important 

implications for others. Furthermore, a certain level of autonomy and feedback is required. 

Feedback is a factor that should not be underestimated when it comes to influence creativity. It is 

a complex concept however some studies have shown that expected external evaluation hinder the 

generation of a large amount of ideas yet individuals who did not expect any external evaluation 

in the idea generation process just later in the selection process generated the most creative ideas 

(Yuan & Zhou, 2008). To sum up ideas should not be criticized too harsh in the beginning and in 

the initial phases it is better to set fewer boundaries. These are best introduced when the employees 

enter the idea selection and evaluation phase.   

In general feedback is a two sided concept and recipients do not have to be passive and wait for 

feedback, they can also actively search for it to improve their ideas or behavior. Actually there is 

a positive relation between creativity and feedback inquiry (de Stobbeleir, Ashford & Buyens, 

2011). In addition to the complexity of a job time pressure is an important factor for creativity. 

Studies regarding the effect of time pressure yielded mixed results: Ekvall (1996) points out that 

free time is needed to drive a creative climate. Free time for innovation gives employees 
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possibilities to discuss, test impulses and get suggestions that are not included in the task 

assignment; and people tend to use these possibilities. In the reverse case, every minute is booked 

and specified. The time pressure makes thinking outside the planned routines impossible. 

Ohly and Fritz (2009) found that daily time pressure was positively linked to creativity, while Baer 

and Oldham (2006) found an inverted U-shaped relation between creativity and creative time 

pressure in cases when support for creativity and openness to experience were high. 

Adjacent to the named factors an organizational setting for innovation must be given. There need 

to be clear innovation roles and responsibilities. This is a common trait of innovation leaders. 

Researchers suggest a variety of special roles be added to the organization to enable innovation. 

For example, the gatekeeper that connects an internal team with external sources of knowledge 

and filters out unnecessary noise; the product champion driving new activities through the 

organization, senior sponsors and heavy weight project leaders that possess the necessary clout to 

complete projects successfully (Dougherty, 2006). 

4.3.3. Leadership and Managerial Support 
Supervision and leadership are playing a central role in creativity. However as shown in the 

literature review, different cultural settings need to be taken into account when assessing the 

innovativeness of a department (Jung, Chow & Wu, 2003). In addition, they investigated 

empowerment and found out that people from high power distance cultures like Taiwan prefer a 

higher degree of managerial control instead of having a high level of autonomy in their work. Even 

though culture is an important factor just a few papers address this issue, most of them develop 

general propositions. 

For instance researchers found out that transactional leadership has a negative effect on innovative 

behavior when employees have a high psychological empowerment (Pieterse, van Knippenberg, 

Schippers & Stam, 2009) whereas others found out that transformational leadership is positively 

related to creativity (Bono & Judge, 2003; Study 2; Gong, Huang & Farh, 2009; Shin & Zhou, 

2003). 

Beside the general management style there are a lot of studies focus on different aspects of 

supervisory behavior like supervisory empowerment behavior (Zhang & Bartol, 2010), abusive 

supervision (Liu, Liao & Loi, 2012), supervisory developmental feedback and non–close 

monitoring (Zhou, 2003), supervisory support (Madjar, Oldham & Pratt, 2002) and supervisory 

expectations for creativity (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007; Farmer et al., 2003).  

It is difficult to develop propositions from the studies in this field, due to the results are not 

conclusive. They either not specific on the connection between supervisory behavior and creativity 

or the empirical results are not consistent. So far there is no ideal model or recommendations how 

a supervisor should act. It always depends on the context in what he is operating. 

In the previous part feedback in general was mentioned. Positive feedback from the manager is 

recognition and builds an important supervisorial tool. Creativity can be enhanced by expecting a 

way to do better, more interesting work in the future; a confirmation of one's competence or a 

reward that is perceived as a "bonus" (Amabile, 1996). 

A lack of recognition is a common reason for employees to leave an organization. Recognition, 

especially day to day recognition, is effective in creating commitment and at the end of the day 

dramatically increases management effectiveness. The rules for recognition are that it should be 

frequent at least once a week. Furthermore it should be specific not general ‘you are doing a great 

job’ and timely which means immediately.  
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Recognition is of an extra ordinary importance for innovation, as success in innovation means 

taking risks and embracing uncertainty (Gostick & Elton, 2007). 

Research on innovation clearly defines risk-taking as an extremely important factor for innovation 

and entrepreneurship. Exploring new possibilities requires risk-taking and returns are uncertain in 

most cases. Many innovation initiatives result in failure as a natural part of the process.  

Managers should encourage risk taking by tolerating failure and by setting an example. Risk-taking 

should not only be managed when the organization is facing a crisis. It should be managed pro-

actively. A risk-taking culture is characterized by: fast capture of arising opportunities, rapid 

decision-making to start and close down, experimentation and prototyping is preferred to detailed 

investigation (Brion, Mothe & Sabatier, 2010; Ekvall, 1996; Reilly & Tushman, 2004). 

4.3.4. Team spirit 
Another strong effect on creativity comes from the team climate and if there is a perceived team 

spirit. Using West’s (1990) four-factor theory (Hülsheger et al., 2009) has ranking of highest mean 

correlations as follows; team vision (0.49), support for innovation (0.47), task orientation (0.41) 

and participative safety (0.15). This supports earlier propositions about the importance of 

relationships between innovations on the team level and social processes (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 

2003). In addition, the result clearly points out the importance of team climate and work-group 

processes. The highlight was about creative an effective innovativeness at team level (Choi, Sung, 

Lee & Cho, 2011; Pirola-Merlo & Mann, 2004; Zhang, Hempel, Han & Tjosvold, 2007).  

Adjacent to the direct encouragement the human resource preconditions must fit. Research has 

shown that organizations should provide employee involvement practices and trainings for them.  

In addition to the team spirit the team constellation has an impact how well and what kind of 

innovation a team can develop. Big corporations are often organized to preferably manage 

incremental innovation. Support for radical innovation can be strengthened by considering that 

radical innovation teams need to be composed differently from incremental innovation teams. The 

radical innovators need internal and external networks and rewards to be successful. It is also 

important to match the need of the radical innovators to the personal risks involved (O’Connor & 

McDermott, 2004). 

 

4.4. Qualitative Interviews 
A total of 11 in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted. An interview template was 

created and developed from interview to interview to put emphasize and integrate new learnings. 

Furthermore it was revised to best fit with participant’s job descriptions and roles in the 

organization. For instance, the interview questions for innovation experts have more emphasize on 

the internal innovation management tool called ‘Idea Box’. Whereas for high level management, 

questions regarding work prioritization, time management and product delivery execution were 

the main focus. The interviewees’ role and description can be found in appendix A. Also, the basic 

structure of the interview template can be found in appendix B.  

The reason for using the semi-structured interview as part of the methodological triangulation is 

because more than one method is used to collect and/or analyze the data, but it is important to 

choose them from the same paradigm, for example, exploratory interviews to identify key issues 

and provide insights into the issues before conducting a questionnaire survey (Esterby-Smith, 

Thorpe and Lowe, 1991).  
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Three groups were identified which represent different departments in order to investigate 

similarities and differences between departments:  

 Manager IPTV Department 

 Innovation Support Function  

 Best Practice Departments  

The interviewees were selected according to the three groups more details can be found in 

appendix A. In order to gain insights why the current innovativeness status of the IPTV department 

at present, the emphasize lays on the management team of the department. The best practice 

departments were chosen according to these facts: in Shanghai site, even though there are only 35 

employees, in total there are 105 patents successfully written last year. Whereas in Croatia site, 

they have retained the highest ranking in terms of using innovation management tool called, Idea 

box and capture various creative ideas which were submitted to the portal.   

In addition, to avoid a loss of data the interviews were recorded with the agreement of the 

interviewees. The interviews took between 20-90 minutes depending if it conducted individual or 

in pairs. The majority of the interviews were in person, one was via Skype since the interviewees 

were not located in Stockholm and one was by phone. With the exception of one, interview 

sessions were conducted by both authors. 

Potential biases could incur due to the fact that most interviewees are part of the IPTV department 

- a tendency of providing responses that were inclined to the ideal scenarios and avoid the 

extremity could occur. For instance, providing only implicit negative viewpoints or reflections on 

reality; furthermore, factors such as age, nationality, personal background (culture) and 

interviewee’s own history are all important factors that could not be taken into consideration when 

analyzing and interpreting the results. 

 

4.5. Quantitative Data Collection – Survey 

The quantitative approach was integrated for practical reasons. Due to time limitations, researchers 

could not conduct interviews with every employee in the department. Therefore the survey serves 

the purpose to cover their opinion about the current innovativeness of the department. 

The conducted survey questionnaire was adopted from the KEYS survey developed by Amabile 

et al. in 1996. It was designed to provide reliable and valid assessments of aspects of organizational 

work environment perceptions that are likely to influence the generation and development of 

creative ideas. KEYS also served as a tool for practitioners who are interested in assessing 

organization's work environment and to what extend this perceptions fosters creativity for both 

individually and in group. 

 

However the survey conducted in this study was modified to the specific requirements and the 

research goal. KEYS questionnaire contains 78 items, which assess how challenging the work is, 

perceived lack of organizational impediments, realistic workload pressure, managerial 

encouragement, resources, freedom, organizational encouragement, productivity, creativity.  
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In the study only 66 principles items were chosen in order to reduce the number of question and 

to exclude dimensions that are not relevant to the research question like parameters such as 

political problems or too formal structured organization.  Instead of a 4-point scale a 5-point Likert-

scale was used with two extremity ‘never’ and ‘always’ to enable uncertain and neutral responses. 

Worcester and Burns (1975) found out that a grammatically balanced Likert scales are often 

unbalanced in interpretation. Hence, they concluded that a four point scale without a mid-point 

appears to push more respondents towards the positive end of the scale. A Likert scale was chosen 

because it has been extensively tested in both the marketing and social science literature.  

Furthermore Amabile used the categories ‘Never’, ‘Sometimes’, ‘Often’ and ‘Always’ which can 

lead to confusion due to the middle options are not defined and highly subjective to an individual.  

Questions regarding the usage of the internal innovation management tool ‘Idea box’ were 

integrated as well as open questions regarding the user experience with this tool. There is also a 

free-comment option where participants can leave comments regarding the whole survey in case 

some questions were unclear or to add-on what was not mention but is perceived as important and 

relevant to the topic. In total there are 79 questions to answer which lead to an approximated 

average answer time of 15 minutes.   

The sample is composed of a whole department, in total 27 employees which represent the total 

population.  The online survey link was sent out to the employee by the manager of the IPTV 

department to stress the importance of the survey. As a result, a high response rate was obtained. 

The survey was conducted for two weeks and a reminder email was sent out in the middle of the 

process. More importantly, the participants are remained as anonymous. 

The statistical analysis focus just on basic figures: mean and standard deviation. It is not intended 

to calculate correlations or to compare the sample with the KEYS instrument results since the 

purpose of this research is to conclude a high-depth, substantive theory and view the survey 

approach as one source of  the triangular methodology.  
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5. Results 
In this chapter, the background of the case study will be described. The results from in-depth 

interviews are described and summarized key learnings in sub-section 5.2. Lastly, the quantitative 

survey results are discussed and it will be emphasized where they complement the interview 

results. 

 

5.1. Case Description 
Based on findings from the interviews, the competitions for IPTV solutions is very intense. The 

nature of media industry is very dynamic, software suppliers are constantly needed to release 

updates to keep up to date.  Nevertheless, the management team still shows strong support and 

allocates time for managing innovations in terms of man-hours, and sending employee to fairs and 

academic courses. There are in total 27 employees in the department of which 16 are employed by 

Ericsson; the others are consultants. The IPTV department has high cultural diversity environment, 

where approximately half of the employees are Swedish. This aspect is important since cultural 

background is one of the factors that influence innovative and creative ability in the work 

environment. The composition of the department is related to the field of computer science; roles 

such as software developer, system manager, software architect designer and software engineer. 

Both authors were seated in the IPTV department for four month to collect the data, close to the 

manager and innovation team. In terms of accessibility, the researchers had full authorization for 

exploring Ericsson’s intranet; reviewing necessary internal documents and investigating relevant 

information. Additionally, researchers were allowed and invited to join meetings and project kick-

offs.  

The overall atmosphere was open; the power distance to the boss was low and an open-door 

communication was preferred. Due to the technical complexity of the IPTV software and high 

usage of specific abbreviations and software jargons; it was difficult to fully understand the 

technical details in the regular meetings. Hence, the main activities as a researcher were mostly 

concentrated on the research work, but participate in the internal events, small meet-ups and group 

discussion.  

However, the role of the researchers can be treated as participating observers, since both authors 

were positioned in the IPTV department, which made it possible to pay full attention to the normal 

routine of the employee and get a good overview of the department. Everyone seem to concentrate 

on individual tasks; there level of communication and interaction were relatively low. 

 

5.2. Qualitative Interviews 
According to the hypothesis that departments can learn from each other three interviewee groups 

were constructed. The main purpose is to minimize data redundancy on the one hand and to draw 

clearer comparisons from other departments on the other hand.  

The three groups are: manager IPTV department, innovation support function and ‘best practice’ 

departments. In order to gain insights why the current innovativeness status of the IPTV 
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department, the emphasize lays on the management team positioned in Stockholm. The roles and 

descriptions of the interviewee can be found in Appendix A.  

In order to provide clear structure, the interview results are structured into minor themes such as 

Company Culture, Promoting Innovation, Support for Innovation, Obstacle to Innovate, 

Measuring Innovativeness, Reward and Incentive, Innovation Outcome. Nonetheless, interview 

findings do not have to follow specific order of these themes and not all themes are presented in 

some interview group. The main objective is to provide a clear picture using sub-topic as guidance. 

5.2.1. Manager IPTV Department  
Company Culture - Ericsson has three values which are respect, professionalism and perseverance. 

Ericsson also promotes slogans like “Innovate everyday”. This slogan emphasize on the 

importance of innovations and the importance of the mindset to integrate innovation in daily life. 

The objective of the questions about company culture was to gain in-depth understanding of how 

these values are perceived. Most of the interviewees only provide general views and the 

management style instead a description of the company values. This illustrates the point that 

innovation culture is rather vague and abstract. Ericsson often practices a macro-level- 

management approach as a demonstration to show trust in the employee to deliver responsible 

tasks.  There is only one employee who specifically gave the example about perseverance value 

that is which to “the Swedish culture of consensus”. Everything takes longer time since everyone 

has to be aligned and agreed upon prior to execution.  Signing a customer contract usually requires 

patience to build trust and partnerships. An example for the value respect is that Ericsson’s multi-

nationality that led to high cultural diversity and background. It is crucial to consider these 

differences and respect each other. In terms of structure, Ericsson is less hierarchical compare to 

other companies.  

Promoting Innovation - “Innovate Everyday” value is too perplexed; there was only one 

interviewee who mentioned the culture of innovation that Ericsson is strong in the technical details 

and explanations, but weak in marketing and selling to customers. Ericsson promotes innovation 

on the global base, but at local or regional level, it depends on how managers drive innovations. 

Different managers perceive different levels of importance of innovation. Several interviewees 

mentioned that innovations can be many things, not only patents however these are the ones with 

the clearest incentive structure. The best practice departments agree that innovativeness is related 

to the mindset and the ability to think of improvements and not necessarily the result like business 

innovations. The example of restructuring a parking lot more efficiently (even though it is not 

related to normal job descriptions) is a perfect illustration every innovation is appreciated in best 

practice departments.  

Supports for Innovation - Organization should support the innovator by encouraging new ideas, 

providing feedback and necessary support like time, funding and guidance. Innovation coaches act 

as catalyst and work with the employee to transform a new idea to a new product feature. Their 

role is to support inventors in terms of patent filing and to sell their idea to the product management 

team.  
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There is no clear structure how managers provide resources for innovations. It is a common 

understanding that time is scarce and every employee is focused on their daily tasks due to fixed 

software release deadlines – “employee cannot just disconnect to innovate”.  

Obstacle to Innovate - Software release timing is very critical due to intense competition and the 

dynamics of the media industry. There are certain market windows for particular features. The 

pressure also comes from clients; it is important to stay committed and deliver on-time.  The 

management team has to cut project scope in some cases and emphasize less on the quality. It is 

assumed that the motivation might be burnt down due to work load and hard deadlines. The issue 

of time pressure was mentioned in most of the interviews also with interviewees from other groups.  

Beside this obstacle some employees choose to be innovative and pursue their ideas even though 

there are no fixed targets for innovations.  

Measuring Innovativeness - Employees can choose to have innovativeness in the Individual 

Performance Measurement (IPM); however it is difficult to measure it. In best practice 

departments the management team has set specific KPIs for individuals, but they also see 

disadvantages in this step. In sum, without any kind of innovative performance measurement, it is 

hard to motivate employees to be creative and see success.  

Reward and Incentive - Ericsson has set up different kind of awards and incentives to promote 

innovations such as 'Innovator of the year' award which employees who successfully filed patents 

are invited to prestigious dinner; the 'best software architect' award for the best software 

architecture and coding. The winner gets financial rewards. There is also an internal competition 

in the department which is organized every year with the aim to stimulate creativity and innovative 

behavior. The ultimate goal to promote innovation is not only focus on external stimuli, intrinsic 

motivation; innovative mindset is more essential confirmed by every interviewee.  

Innovation Outcome - Innovations do not have to be “Big” and about patent filing; process 

innovations are of equal value such as, improvement on travel-time expense record and use simple 

application such as ‘Evernote’ as planning tool. 

From the management’s perspective, employee should find the time to be innovative and grasp the 

opportunity to work on new idea however they had no suggestion how to address this issue which 

is seen as a disabler for innovation. A suggested improvement was to create a team work that 

focuses on innovation which preferably, close to the core business. Every interviewee agreed that 

“Innovation begins with an idea”.  

5.2.2. Innovation Support Function 
Company Culture - Contradictory to the previous group, Ericsson culture was described as more 

hierarchal compared to smaller companies where employees are more connected and everyone 

knows each other. If an employee is new to Ericsson, it is more difficult to find the right person to 

discuss about new idea; however this should not be the main obstacles. The communication should 

be clear. The innovation coaches are there to support and refine new ideas into business 

innovations.  
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The value “Innovate everyday” is certainly not the most encouraging sentence since it has no clear 

definition. For instance, software tester might view “innovate everyday “as fuzzy. Ericsson should 

also try to find new ways to promote innovations. 

Even though, overall atmosphere at Ericsson Stockholm is very open and less hierarchical the 

culture and values are more related to process and the product development. Ericsson emphasizes 

on simplicity and delivers on-time with quality. Again there was no clear description of company 

values however good support for employee to be innovative from best practice site was mentioned.  

Supports for Innovation - All 3 groups mentioned the same challenge - Time is very limited. Hence, 

it is part of the innovation coaches’ goal to help the innovator to save time in terms time 

management and testing new ideas. Apart from that, Ericsson also launched an innovation 

management tool called ‘Idea box’. The main feature of this tool is to capture new ideas submitted 

by the employee and others can provide feedback. The manager also review the idea submitted, 

rate the idea and discuss it with the submitter.  

‘Idea box’ is an important aspect because it can be used to measure innovative differences of 

departments. Yet it is not a perfect tool to compare departments since not every department uses 

it.  At the IPTV department, the usage rate of ‘Idea box’ is relatively low. The interviewees of the 

innovation support function think that ‘Idea box’ is too rigid. It is of more use at a later stage of 

idea generation process. At early stage it is more important to use discussion and a whiteboard to 

capture ideas and get feedback. The advantage of the whiteboard is that there is no need to explain 

complex picture, the drawing is just for showing others and to bounce ideas. Another advantage 

of using a whiteboard is that it can be re-drawn to easily capture new ideas. In sum from the 

interviewed groups perspective ‘Idea box’ is useful when the ideas are already refined.  

It is arguable that not every employee is good in coming up with ideas. It is more important to 

encourage everyone to be creative and to innovate, such as, create a more open atmosphere and 

provide constructive feedback. Therefore it is very important not to criticize harshly since it would 

discourage a person to pursue the idea: “Attack the idea, not the person”. From the management’s 

perspectives it should not be the goal to disintegrate employees and distinguish them as the 

‘innovators’ and others can only follow routine tasks. For employees who are interested in 

innovations - it is important to read about new technology and get the chance to attend technology 

fairs. Ericsson undervalued these aspects in the past. Innovation events are useful for employees 

to observe new ideas and discuss the technology behind it.  

One of the ideation tools is workshops; however the outcome of the workshops do not necessarily 

has to be related to patent filing. Sometimes, it is difficult to judge the quality of idea since it is 

also depends on the nature of the innovation and where the innovation can be deployed and 

implemented. It is furthermore important to evaluate the market. A dilemma with disruptive 

innovations is that they might disrupt your own business. Workshops act as a platform where 

employees can share ideas and discuss why this idea does not work and to create a possibility to 

combine ideas with others.  

Challenges and obstacles to innovate - The key barriers for successful innovations are the "time 

and the right mix of people who has in-depth knowledge”. It is very important to work with people 
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who have the right-mindset to be successful. This view point is aligned with the IPTV departments 

view in a sense that not every employee choose to be inventive, some employee just focus on 

routine work instead of working on new, innovative ideas.  

Obstacles to Innovate - From the innovation experts’ views, there are more obstacles rather than 

the enablers for innovations at the moment. Organizational support and commitment are necessary 

to build the innovative culture since new idea usually take time to hatch, it does not happen 

overnight. Hence, to make successful innovations, time and consistency is very important. 

Reward and Incentive - The main drivers for the employee is not solely focus on rewards more on 

passion and energy to try new things. “It is some sort of personal chemistry” said an interviewee. 

The classical argument whether the innovator is made or born was brought up in the interviews as 

well. The innovation coaches mentioned that "Everyone can be an artist, but not everyone can be 

Picasso". There are a few truly talented people who successfully work on innovations, but the rest 

of the employees can come up with good idea, too. In order to stimulate creativity and innovative 

mindset, a major event that focus on innovations, called Hackathon competition has been 

sponsored and approved from high-level management. There are small prize such as chrome stick; 

the event is attractive for employees who like to stretch and challenge. 

Innovation Outcome - The outcome of idea generation techniques can result in potential ideas and 

other innovation areas that are promising. Moreover, it is important to keep track of ideas; patents 

can be applied at the later stage, and might not be the result after the first workshop. From the 

functions view workshops stimulate the ‘innovation sparks’ while best practice departments stated 

similar arguments – workshop allow employees from different units to share ideas, disengaged 

from the normal routine and tackle problems together. All viewpoints in this study emphasize that 

the goal is to motivate everyone to try to innovate and the positive mindset to initiate changes. 

Measuring Innovations - This interviewee group provides a very critical view on KPIs at 

department level. They mentioned that there is a high tendency that it will be the same 2-3 person 

in the departments that work with innovations, not the rest. This is actually conflicting with the 

opinion from the best practice departments. They argue that KPIs are necessary to promote 

innovations and creates an innovative culture.  

5.2.3. Best practice departments 
Company Culture - Employees share the sense of achievement and feel proud. The value “innovate 

everyday” is related to stimulating creativity through different activity such as frequent workshops 

where employees can share different ideas and develop product demos. It was emphasized that it 

is important to set up a cross-group which is beneficial for the organization and the employee, who 

can expand his network and interact with people from different departments. The ultimate goal for 

the employees in Shanghai beside encouragement to be creative and innovative that results of a 

workshop such as product demos are presented to the management team or some cases broadcast 

through internal communication channels.  

Promoting Innovation - Ericsson in Shanghai intensively focuses on innovations in the design of 

the lobby hall which is seen as a source of inspiration. Portraits of the inventors and their patents 

are up on the walls. This gives employees a sense of achievement, recognitions and pride. 
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Additionally, through participating in the workshop, employees can increase their personal 

performance every year. The results such as a demo video of the employee’s idea can be published 

on the internal website or different public domains and showcases at international occasions. 

 “Innovation is highly prioritized” in Croatia. It is the department’s vision to integrate 

innovativeness as part of their goal and built-in mindset. Innovativeness is part of the KPIs for 

different positions since 6 years. There are different KPIs for each role; some of these measure the 

number of patents and number of product prototype employees developed. The purpose however 

is not to solely emphasize on innovation itself, but to promote innovation culture as a whole. It is 

important that people perceive innovation culture as part of their goals. Innovativeness is used to 

measure the performance of individual employees. Managers show high appreciation when 

employees perform outside their normal tasks and initiate new ideas. One example for 

encouragement is that employee should feel free to come up with new idea even if it is not directly 

related to their own work or the core business.  

Support for Innovation - The department in Croatia uses the ‘Idea box’ tool and emphasize on 

adapting and integrating this tool into their daily work processes. Even though, idea box is 

implement they see disadvantages, too. In sum however it generates transparency and there are 

more benefits for the employees. It definitely can be seen as one of the stimuli to encourage 

creativity. Great ideas can come from anywhere; both inside-outside daily tasks. Some employees 

discovered something new from the internet which is easily adaptable to the product they are 

working on. It is important to have the mindset and aim for improving the current software 

solutions that yield higher benefits for the end user.  

The ultimate driver is not about KPIs in numeric form, it is more related to building the awareness 

and stress the importance of innovations. It is not effective when manager only discuss a blurry 

goal. Innovations should be driven constantly in frequent waves, embedded in everything that the 

employee does.  

Apart from the innovation outcome and clear support on innovative and creativity culture there is 

a position called ‘Innovation Driver’ who gives first level support for up to 40 employees how to 

submit ideas and answer general questions. These people have the role of ‘Innovation Drivers’ 

beside their normal jobs in the department. This is one of the most important drivers since this 

innovation team has the responsibility to pick up high potential ideas, gather feedback from both 

internal and external sources to refine ideas. The role of innovation drivers are quite similar to the 

innovation coaches previously mentioned, but they focus on fewer employees. Innovation coaches 

cover a broader field including workshops whereas innovation drivers only review ideas; provide 

feedback at a preliminary stage. This demonstrates the importance of guidance.  

Nevertheless, not everyone choose to be innovative. A talented person possesses higher creativity 

skills and innovative ability than others. It can be seen as a built-in function that either a person is 

innovative or not. This aligns with the viewpoint of one of the interviewees from the IPTV 

department who believes that the employee selection process is very essential. Company should 

base their selections on recruiting talents who are passionate and driven for innovations. However, 
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even though personality traits matters, it should not be the reason not to provide consistent support 

at the same level for each employee.  

Obstacle to Innovate - “Time is very limited” said every interviewee. In Shanghai employees stay 

sometimes late to work on their ideas after working hours. It is more related to the culture of 

building passion to achieve something new, whether it consumes the normal working hours or 

overtime. The fact that every department faces is that it is not possible to allocate fix time for 

innovation. It depends if employees are passionate and strongly determine to implement new 

innovations than they are likely to think about this new idea all the time.  

Reward and Incentive – Even though there are different level of financial rewards at various stages. 

The most important driver for innovation is not the money term. It is the intrinsic motivation that 

employee are passionate about the idea and want to see the difference in what their idea can make. 

The interviewee from Croatia site mentioned that business innovation is the ultimate result from 

continuous support and promote innovation consistently and positively over the past six years.  

Promoting Innovation – This actually required significant support in terms of steering innovations.  

There are loads of meetings to go through the ideas that are pre-selected. Often ideas aim for 

process improvement and are not associated to the product like “a better type of toilet paper”, “how 

to reallocate the parking lots for more space”. It is more about taking a chance to exercise the 

creativity ability. Nonetheless, in some occasions, due to the lack of time; some good ideas can be 

overlooked. This can discourage the submitter since it seems that the management did not view 

the idea seriously. The interviewee strongly emphasize that the managers must be aware. 

Measuring Innovativeness - ‘Idea box’ is successful in Croatia and an effective tool to capture new 

creative ideas, nonetheless, it does not cover other activities associating to the ideas, and for 

instance, suggesting direct contacts to employees with the domain knowledge, it is more about 

describing and jotting down the idea. Shanghai also uses ‘Idea box’ however it is just one tool out 

of many. There are different KPIs at different level, for instance at the whole department, the team 

and at individual. The downside of specific target is that employee are just fulfilling the goal for 

the sake of achieving target. The next challenge would be how to select and filter ideas that is high 

quality and has potential to become successful business innovation.   

Innovation Outcome - Employee should feel that they are appreciated to come up with new ideas, 

encourage and building an environment which creativity can foster. New ideas do not have to be 

‘big’, but show efforts to make a difference, instead of just concentrating on their daily work.  

 

5.3. Survey 
Out of 27 possible responses, 21 completed the survey. This lead to a response rate of 77% with 2 

participants which have withdrawn and left the survey unanswered. With this response rate the 

results are considered as representative for the whole department. The survey result shows that the 

stimulant scales such as ‘work group supports’ which over elements such as team support, sharing 

of ideas, trust and openness in the workplace; and ‘challenging work’ which concentrate the nature 

of the job itself, for instance, the complexity of everyday tasks. These two dimensions are rank 
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higher than the obstacles scales which are ‘lack of organizational impediment’ which contain 

element such as encouragement from the organization, high-level, encourage constructive 

feedback; and ‘realistic workload pressure’ which cover the pressure, time issue and the level of 

expectation. The detailed list of questionnaire items and specific elements can be found in 

appendix D.  

According to figure 4, high mean values illustrate that there is a good workgroup supports in the 

department; 18% of the participants rated highest scale; 49% rated 4 out of 5 which means that the 

work group supports in terms of openness, trust and sharing of ideas are well perceived. The 

challenging work reflects on high level of job complexity aspects which refer to proposition in 

4.3.2 can resulted in in high level of innovativeness; 46% of the employee agreed that they are 

working with various challenging tasks that require broad skill-set. However, other dimensions 

such as sufficient resources (budget, work materials) managerial and organization encouragement 

(leadership role model, encouragement from the boss to take risk, sufficient reward scheme, and 

shared visions). The majority of the participants chose neutral response. In terms of freedom, the 

result are scattered from all range of scales from one extreme to another. The reason might be due 

to individual subjective viewpoint and broad interpretation of the term freedom; 31% chose the 

highest scale, while 28% chose the lowest scale; this also shown in the highest standard deviation 

of 0.96.  

The productivity and the creativity is highly influenced by other dimensions. From this study, they 

are relatively low since the obstacles are ranked higher than most the stimulant scale.  

Dimensions Mean Value 
Standard 

Deviation 

Work Group Supports 3.7 0.91 

Challenging Work 3.5 0.85 

*Lack of Organizational Impediments 3.5 0.94 

*Realistic Workload Pressure 3.2 0.89 

Managerial Encouragement 3.1 0.84 

Sufficient Resources 3.0 0.84 

Freedom 3.0 0.96 

Organizational Encouragement 2.9 0.92 

Productivity 2.9 0.84 

Creativity 2.9 0.74 

 

* For ease of graphical interpretation, items are phrased in an opposite manner from how they appear on the survey. 

Figure 4: Quantitative Survey Results 

In order to create a fuller picture, the obstacle dimensions are used for comparison to the interview 

findings; they are actually complement each other. The workload pressure and the time aspects are 

perceived as the main challenges to increase the innovativeness of the employee. Additionally, 

based on the interview results, since innovation support and relevant resources are highly depend 

on the local management. Even though, it is the global drive to increase the innovativeness, there 
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are still lack of clear structure how to promote and build sustain environment that allow creativity 

to foster. The result illustrate that resource such as time and managerial encouragement in terms 

of risk-taking, constructive feedback, team collaboration and more importantly, financial support 

to purse new ideas further can still be improved. 

The second part of the survey includes a question where employees should rate the importance of 

a change in each dimensions to increase innovativeness in the department. The response scale were 

given as level of importance; 1 = most important and 5 = least importance however for a better 

comparison the the scales were inverted for a better comparison betweeen figure 4 and figure 5.   

 

Figure 5: Graphical Dimensions of Work Environment Dimensions 

According to figure 5, the graph respresents the ranking of importance dimension that influence 

the innovativeness of the department. The most important dimensions are ‘team spirit’ and ‘time 

for being innovative’ which are also aligned to the interview findings from chapter 5. Team spirit 

was understood contradictory to the work group support what was not intended by the researchers.  

It was concluded that this is the due to unclear perception of the ‘team spirit’, since the questionaire 

included in the work group dimension were relevant (see appendix D). The results from the open 

comment field lead to interessting insight that were taken into consideration when interpretating 

the data. One employee mentioned that for some roles there are multiple bosses. Hence, a clearer 

definition for a supervisor should be included in future surveys.  

Two other participants used the open comment field to write there opinion about the topic and tried 

to explain the reasons for low innovativeness. The limited time and a lack in creative mindset in 

the department were pointed out as the main obstacles.  
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6. Conclusion 
In the first section, the general innovation framework for departments of big corporations will be 

derived based on the results from chapter 5. The key findings in 6.2 are applied to the investigated 

case of the IPTV department at Ericsson. The paper ends with the limitations of the study and 

future prospects. 

 

6.1. The Innovation Framework 
Based on literature and interviews, an innovation framework was developed. The framework 

focuses on parameters that can be influenced on a department level. Individual Parameters like 

traits, values and thinking styles as well as organizational parameters like overall company culture 

and its collaboration policies are out of scope. 

Combining the results with the proposition from the literature allows identifying 17 parameters in 

five different categories where departments can take action in order to increase the innovativeness: 

Innovation Infrastructure, Individual, Team, Leadership and Job. The literature already provided 

a fundament for the framework which could be enriched by the interviews. The innovation 

infrastructure parameters are mainly derived from the Ericsson case. Under the five categories 

there are 17 parameters which can be assessed and later used to derive management implications 

to increase innovativeness. The five categories are consensus of the authors and orientated on 

previous categorization system in the literature. Innovativeness drivers like knowledge and 

motivation are split in different parameters e.g. recognition, payment structure and mood/ affect 

are parameters that are related to motivation. Due to this fact most of the parameters are 

interrelated.  

 

Figure 6: Innovation Framework for Departments 

Besides assessing the parameters for their own department, it is also important to screen for the 

‘best performance’ departments in that area and aspired to learn from them. Cultural differences 

however can hinder the application of best practice. 
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The aim of this thesis was to develop a systematic approach for assessing the innovativeness of a 

single department within a big corporation. The novelty of this paper can be claimed since it is the 

first research which combines assessing innovativeness and deriving management implication 

from the results to the field of innovation research.  

 

6.2. Development of Management Implications for the Case 
The survey and qualitative interviews altogether cover all parameters. The results show that there 

are many areas for improvement; however it is necessary to prioritize and identify the most 

effective parameters. After focusing and improving the top three parameters a new assessment is 

necessary to see if the improved parameters had an influence on other parameters and to identify 

the new top three areas to improve. The authors argue that ‘inside knowledge’ is necessary in order 

to identify and prioritize the most efficient steps. In the present case it could be done by the authors 

themselves due to their participating time in the department. 

The assessment of the parameters was used to identify what needs to be changed in the different 

areas. The comparison with other departments showed that many solutions to occurring issues 

already exist in the company however communication is often a big issue in large corporations so 

departments do not know about the existence of the solutions. The information is on the one hand 

available, but due to an overwhelming amount of information on the other hand the departments 

who need them, seldom find them. Best practice of other department however can just act as 

guidance, because best practice is in many cases hardly replicable.  

The most important parameters to address within the IPTV department are:  

 Vision (Goal Commitment) 

 Innovation Manager/ Coach  

 Inspiration  

The interview result of people working in the IPTV department is that there is no clear perception 

of a vision or company culture at Ericsson. By inquiring to learn more about the culture and values 

at Ericsson leaded to a description of the perceived (innovative) climate. Literature has shown that 

a development of shared and clear objectives lead to goal commitment. Everyone in the department 

should know what the goal of the department is (e.g. file one patent per person per year) and how 

each one can contribute to this goal. Hence the implementation of a clear vision for the department 

is recommended so that everyone knows the direction and where to go. The Croatian department 

can act as an example in this case. Innovation is highly prioritized there and part of their KPIs. 

After a while innovativeness became a built-in mindset. They recommend that employees perceive 

Ericsson Croatia’s goal to be an innovative department as part of their goals. The management 

team shows high appreciation for those who initiate new ideas outside their normal tasks. The 

interviewees of Shanghai and Croatia and agree in the point that it is not effective when managers 

only discuss blurry goals; innovation should be constantly driven and embedded everywhere.  

The second parameter is innovation job roles like Innovation Manager to assure a clear 

communication of these roles. The interviews as well as the survey have shown that the employees 
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often do not know, whom they can ask for support and advice. Ericsson has different Innovation 

tools and different departments use different solutions which match their requirements. After the 

vision is defined it can be determined which tool will fit the best to the departments’ goals. 

Perhaps, a position should be created for someone who is in charge to give feedback to ideas, 

forward them to the next level or help to combine them with other ideas. The employees need to 

know whom to address with their ideas. This innovation responsible could act as a gatekeeper as 

proposed in the literature and connect external sources of knowledge with the team. In Croatia 

they created a position called ‘Innovation Driver’ who gives first level support for up to 40 

employees how to submit ideas and answer general question. These people have the role of 

‘Innovation Drivers’ beside their normal jobs in the department, same is recommended for the 

IPTV department.  

In addition, the innovation driver can be responsible to set up innovation events and motivate 

people to tell their success-story. This leads to the last parameter to improve: Inspiration. This is 

done by the department in Shanghai where workshops conducted frequently to develop prototypes 

in cross-company teams to increase innovativeness, inspiration and networking. 

Innovation is an abstract term and most of the interviewees perceive innovation as radical changes 

however innovations can also be incremental and one does not need to be a genius to come up with 

an idea. The IPTV interviewees as well as the survey conducted in the department show the 

perception of a lack of time to come up with new ideas however research as well as other 

departments supported the position that creativity needs constrains and time pressure can increase 

the idea production due to people face inefficient processes.  

Sharing examples of successful innovation ideas will lead to inspiration and reduce barriers. The 

innovation coaches present previous examples of successful ideas on an approximately annual tour 

through the departments or before they perform workshops in order to inspire people and give 

concrete examples how output could look like. 

The perceived time pressure also shows the limitation of copying other departments’ processes. 

The Croatian and Chinese department both reported that employees stay extra hours to work on 

innovation project or sacrifice their free time for these projects. This might not be desired to be 

adopted by the Swedish department due to the Swedish culture worship a good work-life balance. 

Other concepts of time management need to be found here; and an investigation of other 

departments within Sweden is suggested.   

In the investigated case it was possible to apply best practices from neighbor departments however 

it is not possible to copy every process from another department due to cultural differences. 

Nevertheless, it is all about inspiration how to do things differently and it is not possible to copy 

exact ways of working or to replicate. There is no one-size-fit-all approach for managing 

innovation. 

6.3. Limitations and Future studies 
This study could answer the raised research question in the affirmative manner however the 

concept must be investigated further. It could be pointed out that innovativeness is driven 
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internally. The identified interrelated parameters have an influence on the innovativeness. Future 

research should focus on how to motivate the internal drivers. Two main limitations can be pointed 

out in this study; the first one is the comparability of departments. Often departments in big 

corporations are hardly comparable from size, product or tasks. Future studies should focus on the 

degree of comparability and dimension departments need to have in common to be able to learn 

from each other.  

The second aspect is the measurement of the effectiveness of the suggested action plan. In the 

investigated case it was possible to derive management implications however time constraints 

made it impossible to test if the suggested actions are successful. Future studies in this field should 

focus on the outcome of innovativeness and how innovativeness can be measured on a department 

level in a quantitative way. Existing tools of the measurement of organizational innovativeness 

can be used; however department specific input and output factors need to be identified.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A – Interview Group 

 

Manager IPTV Department consisted of:  

Product line manager – for multiscreen server (back office area) located in the operator domain, 

take care of the client architecture area and strategic issues.   

Product development unit (PDU) department manager - develop client solutions for multiscreen –

TV, manages team in Stockholm and Shanghai, focus on product releases to the market ‘on time 

with quality’. 

System Manager – software architecture on client-side (6 years), set software requirements and 

standardization of work process.   

Innovation Support Function consisted of: 

Innovation coaches – work in innovation session, run workshops, patents guide, coaching 

developers, sell ideas to project management team and get concepts rolling, help the employees to 

pursue their idea.  

Software programmer –works with software coding and develops prototypes, part of the 

innovation team at IPTV department.  

‘Best Practice’ Department consisted of:  

Program manager – focus on multiscreen, is located in China, Shanghai and supervises 35 

employees. 

Innovation managers – there are two interviewees which were interviewed at the same time; their 

role is leading a team in media, operations within the units. Both are responsible ‘to drive 

innovation in the company’ located in Croatia, Zagreb. 
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Appendix B - Interview Template 

 

Introduction 

 

Dear…, 

Thanks that you have time for this interview. Before we start I would like to tell you more about 

this interview. It is a semi structured interview with open questions combined with a short survey 

at the end. In order to make it easier to analyze to the results I would like to record this interview. 

The results of the interview will help us to identify the current reasons for a low usage rate of the 

‘Idea box’ and also help to identify adequate workshops to address the current situation. 

All data will of course be treated confidential. 

 

1. Please describe your position, tasks and responsibilities here at Ericsson. 

 

Culture 

2. What is the culture of Ericsson? 

 

3. How do you integrate the culture of Ericsson in your daily life? 

 

4. How do you integrate the value “Innovate Everyday” in the daily life of the 

employees? 

 

Incentives 

5. Do you think that Ericsson is promoting innovation in a good way? 

 

6. Where did past innovations come from? 

 

7. What are the drives for employee to be creative and inventive? 

 

8. What are the incentives for the employee to be creative and inventive?  

 

9. Are the resources available for the employee to be innovative (non-routine work)? 

Fund, time, working group, technical support 

 

10. Who sets deadline for you and if you set deadline based on what do you do it? 

 

11. How is innovativeness measured at the moment?  

 

12. Why do some departments outperform others? 

  

Desired outcome 

13. Describe the ideal scenarios for innovation management for your area! 

 

14. What are the main focus and priority outcome on idea generation (proceed from 

previous question)? 
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15. What do you think is the ultimate goal for Ericsson: Is it to engage every employee 

to become an innovator or is it more related to supporting the existing innovators 

with most helpful resources? 

 

16. Are there anything we haven’t asked or you would like to add? 

 

Words of thanks: 

We have reached the end of the interview. I would like to thank you for your support. Don’t 

hesitate to ask me any question regarding this interview or the study project 
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Appendix C - Qualitative Interview Results 

Manager IPTV Department   

Questions Interviewees 

Culture E.1 E.2 E.3 

What is the culture of 

Ericsson? 

Each country has their own ways of 

looking at things. He used to work 

in Germany and in the US. In 

Sweden, it’s more macro-

management for the software 

developer’s role. 

Freedom, individual 

responsibility, not micro manage, 

it might be different for each 

country. 

Very international, open and diverse. She would like to envision Ericsson to 

be less hierarchical… for example; Ericsson Sweden might be less than in 

the US. From innovation perspectives...Ericsson is very good at explaining 

about the technical details and what exactly does the product do, but not so 

much in explaining “the values that the product bring to the customer”. 

How do you integrate 

the culture of Ericsson 

in your daily life? 

Not explicitly give clear example, 

but discuss about the KPI - IPM 

which is some kind of performance 

target for individual.  

To show trust in people and 

respect the initiatives employee 

come up with. 

The values are integrated in the daily work. Working in the big company - 

Things do not happen overnight. She gave explanation about the Swedish 

Culture of Consensus – people have to be aligned before any change can 

happen. She emphasize on perseverance… it usually takes longer time for 

Ericsson than for smaller company. She mentioned about customer 

partnership as an example that usually requires patience since for Ericsson, 

it is not just about signing the contract… "We try to have partnership rather 

than box-sales". In terms of respect, she mentioned about the fact that 

Ericsson's employees come from different background. For the value 

'Innovate everyday' – when engineers think about innovations; they think 

about patents. In her views, Innovation can be so many things… not only 

has to be associate to technology. She gave the example of 'Questioning 

why things are done this way… is there a better way?' can be the starting 

point.  

What are the KPIs that 

measure your 

productivity and 

efficiency relative to 

the culture? (Respect, 

professionalism and 

perseverance) 

IPM to set goals; there are five 

different areas, for example what’s 

my ambition if I have reached my 

goal. Innovation is one of the area, 

or system-running area.  

 

KPI is not really related to the 

culture. He gave an example of 

the yearly employee survey which 

one's can express their feelings. 

He stated that there are different 

type of index… some are specific 

such as the employee engagement  

No specific KPIs  
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Incentives       

 What are the drives 

for employee to be 

creative and 

inventive? 

It is so much to the individual and 

level of engagement. Some people 

like to come to work; employee 

does not have the same energy to be 

innovative. For me, "To think out-

of the box and the people feel 

empowered… I don’t need to sit 

down and accept everything" 

Presumably, it is part of the 

evaluation when recruiting. 

Employee should show the drive 

to be creative and inventive. In 

his view, patents can be one of 

drive.  

Interviewee gave an example of Patents Dinner as a privileged event to meet 

the high-level management and to be proud of the achievements. 

 What are the 

incentives for the 

employee to be 

creative and 

inventive?  

Currently no There are competitions organized 

yearly at business units.  

There are competitions organized yearly at business units. She mentioned 

about innovations at BUSS every year. People get to send in the proposals 

and it’s the big events. 

Innovation       

Do you think that 

Ericsson is promoting 

innovation in a good 

way? 

“We can do much better”… to get 

innovation philosophy in your 

blood … to try new things and 

improve. Management need to 

provide time for employee. Time is 

limited. “I do my work, and I want 

to do it more efficiently”. He gives 

example of Evernote application as 

way to structure and plan his task 

more efficiently.  Innovations can 

be a way of working.  However, 

you need to have “people that 

cares about your efforts”, if you 

don’t’ get compliments or 

attention… it’s not easy". 

It’s difficult to say. Ericsson has 

brought up innovation on 

agenda… much more important 

to the top management. 

Innovations are the important 

subject… but cannot rely on the 

global drive "it’s up to the 

department to pick up". 

Ericsson put money in innovation. Nonetheless, lately she hasn’t seen major 

new innovations…  Going up and down product-line specific initiatives…. 

Maybe, there should be some kind of Mailbox for innovation – can be 

anything from … new coffee… she mentioned about ‘innovator of the year’. 

There has been "inventors' dinner"… it is for everyone that get patents 

approved during the year and attend this dinner. Also…within BUSS, we 

have tried to find software mentality; software designer is the guru. Within 

Ericsson… some people really like that and continue along that path. Each 

PDU could nominate the ‘best software architect”… discuss about how to 

get a better, engineer-design mentality. There is also a competition within 

BUSS department that can be seen as one incentive to innovate. 
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Where did past 

innovations come 

from? 

For system management role, 

there’s an active improvement 

initiatives discussed at regular 

meetings. They assigned employee 

for these roles to work on 

improvement/innovations. 

Cooperation with customers… 

nowadays, get more the “outside-

in" approach … market is 

changing much faster and more 

competitive than before. 

Since we started, TV industry has been developing for the past years. There 

is a lot of more specialized technology now... at the start… people can see 

many new things...; now, it is more about incremental innovations. Now, 

there is a team set up to work with business innovations. The innovation 

coaches are the catalyst; work with people and pick up ideas that might 

come to product management. She gave example of the guy who comes up 

with the Radio-based innovations that save money for each station. But it 

can also be the improvement of the tools for travel-time expenses report for 

business trip … save 2 hours of pain to record the travelling expenses.   

Are the resources 

available for the 

employee to be 

innovative (non-

routine work)? Fund, 

time, working group, 

technical support 

If there’s a budget for innovation 

specifically, is it really work that 

way? If your ideas get sponsored 

and become a project where you 

can experimenting things, learning 

new techniques and technology - 

there’s an organization for that led 

by Mikael Huber (innovation 

coaches); when you get to that 

level, there’s a difference … there is 

a clear responsibility … 80% at 

least dedicated to innovation 

project.  

There’s no special structure 

today. It’s more subject to 

manager support and to work with 

innovation…  

Employee should show that they are interested. For the innovation coaches’ 

team, resources such as time, funding should be sufficient...but each unit has 

different kind of support. It also depends on the workloads. If you have a 

software delivery coming up in 2 weeks, the managers would not have time 

reserved for innovations. “People don’t have the chance to be more 

innovative”. She doesn’t like the concepts of "you can be the innovators and 

others… just do your routine work".  

In terms of remedy; she mentioned Agile could be the solutions in terms of 

time management. Since Agile is focus on sprints... priories on specific 

features...but not do 'wastes'. 

How is innovativeness 

measured at the 

moment?  

"IPM … is the way to measure… 

you set a target... For each 

individual. Can training lead to 

innovation? How can I improve? 

How can I organize my time? 

Innovations can be initiated from 

trainings.  

We don’t have any measurement 

today… one thing is of course, 

number of patents it is important 

to consider "to what degree we go 

forward with these ideas… can 

we broadcast to different 

marketing events…such as 

demos. 

She gave an example of her colleague who moved to Canada where there’s a 

specific goal; he has to filed 2 patents per year; in her view,  the employee 

should be challenged… put it as the goal of the year.   

Desired outcome       

Describe the ideal 

scenarios for the 

innovation 

management for this 

department! 

Having less stress of time… get 

everything done. “I can disconnect 

to be innovative”.  

From employee perspectives … 

innovation should be encouraged, 

get the possibility to be 

innovative.  

Culture is definitely one thing - 'If you look at new area - you look at things 

with new eyes". The example of the radio based...Ericsson know so much 

about the radio technology; drive the standards. It is important to develop 

key competence in the domains... so that you can perceived things that 

others cannot. Ericsson is ahead of competition. 
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 What are the main 

focus and priority 

outcome on 

innovations (proceed 

from previous 

question)? 

Look at it as a “team” aspects… do 

project together, how they work… 

it’s all about communications… it’s 

a form of team-building…. To truly 

get to the level of innovation 

coaches and to get specific 

budget… 

Focus on business innovations The issue that we have is that it is great to have innovation team that has 

interactions with product management. But there should be a process/way 

for the engineering people to be part of the innovation team. She mentioned 

that employee like to be more involved in innovations… engineers should 

work across to get good pollination. She do not agree that Ericsson should 

hire consultants to be part of innovation team instead of Ericsson's 

employee.   

Who sets deadline for 

you and if you set 

deadline based on 

what do you do it? 

     

Dead-line setup For certain market windows – Market demands for certain 

features. Technology can be replaced. Timing is very important… then 

when it comes to setting time for releases… pressure from customers and 

knowledge capacity determined the deadline. However, it is also due to 

resources constrained "One woman cannot make three babies in one month". 

Things take time…   

Why do some 

departments 

outperform others? 
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Manager IPTV Department (Continue) 

 

Culture E.4 E.5 Summary 

What is the culture of 

Ericsson? 

No clear explanations. She valued the culture, 

but did not provide examples. She did not 

mention anything in particular. 

Get a lot of chance to try out different 

things. Trial out in different roles and 

growth opportunities. 

Focus on Macro-level management practices. 

Culture of innovation is very abstract and rarely 

mentioned. One example given is that 'Ericsson is 

strong in the technical details and explanations, but 

weak in explaining how the product captures values 

for the customers. 

How do you integrate the 

culture of Ericsson in your 

daily life? 

. Depends on the people… who you are 

working with. She did not mention 

anything related to the culture. 'Innovate 

everyday' is very abstract even though the 

company try to promote innovations such 

as "Innovation day"; Due to time 

constraint, the people is more or less 

innovative. 

No specific example. Discuss about product 

development perspectives; KPI such as IPM; 

Individual Assessments; Employee Engagement; 

Productivity refers to "deliver on time". 

What are the KPIs that 

measure your productivity 

and efficiency relative to 

the culture? (Respect, 

professionalism and 

perseverance) 

She mentioned that she does not have much time 

to focus on business innovations. For her, 

Innovate every day is about having the 

innovative mindsets - it’s about ideas and 

processes; even at normal meeting… and try to 

come forward and mediate with other people. 

She wish to do business innovations as well. 

   

  

Incentives       

 What are the drives for 

employee to be creative 

and inventive? 

Partly is part of the culture... "If you encourage to 

come up with new ideas and not to criticize… 

everyone should encourage new ideas".  

Recognitions; Awards; Salary increase Passion; Patents; Engagement & motivation; 

Prestige event such as "innovator's dinner". 

 What are the incentives 

for the employee to be 

creative and inventive?  

Part of the credits and some money Apart from the rewards achieved from 

filing the patents… "Get the chance to 

rotate to the more innovative atmosphere. 

Get out from your day-to-day work".  

Emphasize on global but not so much on local level. 

Some competitions were held at business unit, for 

example BUSS.  
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Innovation       

Do you think that Ericsson 

is promoting innovation in 

a good way? 

She doesn’t know what Ericsson is promoting. At 

the PDU level, Peter the manager has setup a 

team to work on innovation and set up budget for 

that. But Ericsson as a whole, she does not know 

what has been done.  

Yes Promotion at local level is not as intensive and 

global. Different manager perceived different level 

of importance of innovations and so as on 

individual basis. Award such as 'Innovator of the 

year' and 'best software architect' can be a clear 

example of Ericsson promoting Innovations. 

Communications is cascade to the employee 

through internal channel (it should reach all 

employees in the department). 

Where did past 

innovations come from? 

A lot has come from the engineers and the 

software developers. 

When develop new features; software 

release.  

Both inside-out (engineers, innovation coaches) and 

outside-in (business partners).  

Are the resources 

available for the employee 

to be innovative (non-

routine work)? Fund, 

time, working group, 

technical support 

No. She does not think it is enough. She thinks 

that to have an innovative mindset… anyone can 

focus to have that. But to work on business 

innovations… we do not have time for resources 

or budgets. Although it is not for everyone, if 

you happen to be in that team, you are in it. 

Time is important. She does not know 

how to support innovation since she is in 

the operation team. From management 

perspectives, she try to get more involve 

or google for what other people has 

done... and maybe think of new way to 

implement new things. It might be 

possible to innovate work processes as 

well. 

No standard structure. Less importance to set up 

budget for innovation. Individual... "If there's a 

budget for innovation specifically, is it really work 

that way?" Employee can seek for support such as 

20% of work hours spent on evening classes that 

promotes innovation and able to get sponsorship 

when the ideas become a project that focus on 

business innovations. It is led by the innovation 

coaches.  

How is innovativeness 

measured at the moment?  

"The goal is also to measure the number of 

patents; it is often come from the solutions to the 

new features that we made".  Currently there is 

no KPI on individual level. There are goals for 

the whole PDU. 

Number of patents.  IPM, Number of Patents, Product memos 

Desired outcome       
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Describe the ideal 

scenarios for the 

innovation management 

for this department! 

She would like to see that innovation mindset is 

part of the daily attitudes. Everyone encourage 

each other to come up with new idea and not 

criticize it. She talked about the climate that 

allows new ideas to pop-up. Perhaps, job 

rotations to the innovation team so that more 

people get focus on innovations practices. There 

should be a forum where you can present and 

talk about your ideas. The innovation day is a 

good example where people can set off from 

their routine task.  For example, the workshop 

can give the employee to be more focus on idea 

generations and inspirations. 

 

People are loaded with the normal work. 

Innovation practices such as log new idea 

in the tool 'idea box' is not a regular topic. 

People do not speak about it in fika or 

group gathering. In her view, innovation 

doesn't have to be big...  it is not 

necessary resulted in lots of work.  

Mindset. More time. Grasp the opportunity to be 

innovative. Be the expert in the domain area. For 

new technology and product/services 'you look at 

things with "new eyes". 

 What are the main focus 

and priority outcome on 

innovations (proceed from 

previous question)? 

Good ideas can come from different people. It 

doesn't mean everyone wants to work with good 

idea… it doesn't have to be record in idea box… 

go to the innovation coaches and Peter, the 

manager and collaborate with the innovation 

team. She talked about the innovation day; due to 

the fact that it was not organized on the same day 

for every department - there is no interactions. 

"Everyone is quite sitting in silo. “It is an ideal to 

increase collaboration among team members.  

She added her opinion about 'idea box'. "There 

are more fun ways to collect new creativity ideas 

rather than the idea box". Also, she does not 

know where the link to idea box is, it does not 

exist on our webpage... she think it should be 

more obvious. 

Process innovations Innovation begins with idea. Build team; work 

together to develop innovations that is close to the 

core business. Innovation does not have to be all 

about patents; can also be about the process, the 

example of travelling expense record is given.  
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Who sets deadline for you 

and if you set deadline 

based on what do you do 

it? 

The deadline is partly set by the team. "When do 

they think the work can be done…but there are 

also the customer and the product line set up?" If 

the time estimation is wrong; the estimation was 

lower than the planned deadline. This would 

result in intense time pressure. The date is 

important because sometimes the customer has 

specific date to launch.  

  Depends on market window and market demands 

for certain features. Timing is very important. It is 

set based on internal and external factors; internal - 

partly set by the product development team. 

External pressure is from clients. 

Why do some department 

outperform others? 

She is not aware which department submits most 

ideas and compare to whom. From her 

perspectives; she is supervising a team in both 

Shanghai and Stockholm; in Shanghai employees 

are quite keen on set-up and achieving goals and 

KPIs. However, for the whole PDU, this covers 

the Shanghai and the Croatia site also.  

It depends on the type of product-project, 

new product and new services are more 

promising since the technology is still 

developing; has not yet the saturate point. 

The nature of the product and technology itself. If it 

is a new product/services, there is a new area you 

can come up with innovations.  

 

Innovation Support Function 

Questions   

Interviewees 

Culture E.6 E.7 & E.8 

What is the culture of Ericsson? Open door communication with 

the boss, less-hierarchy. 

Ericsson changed the company 

values recently. He gives an 

example of values such as: 

simplicity, deliver on-time with 

quality. He didn’t remember 

previous values. 

It depends on where you are in Ericsson… he mentioned some department has entrepreneurial 

activities but it differs a lot from where you are working. Compared to the small company where 

everyone knows each other. At Ericsson… everyone is more boxed in. “I have a lot of good 

innovations, but I don’t’ know anyone”. However, it should not be the main obstacles that you 

do not have network "Don’t let the organization blocks you. If you need to see someone, you 

have to find ways to get to that person". Ericsson used to be friendlier… the climate is tougher; it 

is more focus on revenues and economics. 

How do you integrate the culture of 

Ericsson in your daily life? 

Speed and simplicity. Fast and 

maintain delivery on time and 

not too complex features. 

The value “innovate everyday "can be very fuzzy… What does it mean for software testers? In 

his view, Ericsson should also try to find new ways to promote innovations.  
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What are the KPIs that measure how 

innovative employees are? (Respect, 

professionalism and perseverance) 

Deliver on time, old values 

“begin with you.” In his view, 

"begin with you" value 

encourages the people to work 

harder and improve to be better. 

The number of patents. But “Not everyone is innovative”, some employee who are not 

innovative, they would never innovate. From his view "It will be the same 2-3 people in the 

departments that work with innovations not the rest".  

Incentives     

What are sources that inspire innovation? He discussed about the 

motivation in daily life.  For 

him, it is not easy to find 

motivation to be innovative. 

There is only one workshop last 

year. 

Set of mind, personality and culture. It is also important to read about new technology and attend 

technology fairs. Send software developers to the fair are undervalued. He emphasize that it is 

essential to use the fair and an event to observe new ideas and more importantly to go there as a 

team and 'bounce ideas'.  

What are the drives for employee to be 

creative and inventive? 

Motivation "It is some sort of personal chemistry". It is also important to have "Someone to bounce ideas 

with… try to file patents… If you have a handful of ideas…stupid ideas can be refined, filter 

them through… just don’t drop it".  

What are the incentives for the employee 

to be creative and inventive?  

discussed about the innovation 

coaches, to promote and capture 

Ideas  

He mentioned about the event called Hackathon – the internal event organized by Ericsson 

where 'people can learn new programming languages; install Linux on your computer... the prize 

is the Chrome Stick… which inspires some team to work on it. It is the event organized by 

developers for developers'. President of BUSS is the sponsor and fully hands-off so that the 

organizers has breathing room to bounce ideas. 

Do you believe that innovator can be made 

not ‘born’ 

  It is a mixed because "Everyone can be an artist, but not everyone can be Picasso". 
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To what extent does your team provide 

resources for innovator? Are there enough 

resources, for example, time, funding, and 

team work? 

20% of the time to go to lecture; 

attend course such as ideation, 

initiate research area for master 

student which focus on 

innovation 

There are some practice that can kill the ideas. For example, instead of hiring a consultant to join 

innovation team, he would rather recommend to choose Ericsson employee to join the team and 

hire consultant as replacement. It is about the culture that aims to capture efficiency in processes, 

and productivity such as time-report as a record to monitor employee performance. However, in 

reality it is rather ineffective. For instance he says "I’m still working on the same thing as 

yesterday and so was the week before”. The point is that "It takes some time to hatch new 

ideas… if you are so compact on time, it will kills your ideas. You need breathing room to be 

innovative....Everybody has ideas all the time…. And the reason why you learn to throw them 

away is that there is no time anyways… we don’t want to fight this…  

What are barriers to innovation and what 

have been done in the past to remove these 

blocks? 

The barriers are "time and the right mix of people who has in-depth knowledge... but if you meet 

cranky people. You won’t able to make ideas fly". The resources are limited especially, time. 

Hence... innovation coaches’ goal is to help innovator in terms of idea testing and refining... 

guide through   'Inventions explosion test' and create short and to the point presentation for the 

product management team. In some case, innovation coaches are the co-inventor who are expert 

in patents filing as well.  

Usage of Idea Box     

Regarding Innovation at Ericsson: What 

are you currently focusing to improve 

something?  

  Change the mindset. 'Don’t drop your ideas. Come to us and we can work together. In some 

case, innovation coaches become the co-inventor'. 

What are the main focus and priority 

outcome on idea generation (proceed from 

previous question)? 

  Business innovations 
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Where do you see the advantages and 

disadvantages of Idea box? 

  It is too rigid. It is much a later stage of idea generation phase. The interviewee talked about the 

'white board' represents idea box.  We mostly take picture of the white board to capture and log 

new ideas. Idea box is useful for innovation challenges. The advantage of the white board is that 

there is no need to explain complex picture. Just show to others and bounce ideas. Another 

advantage is that it can be re-drawn and to easily capture new ideas. Another approach is to put 

title that contain key words associate to idea. If ideas are not captured in idea box it can be 

directed to the innovation coaches. He mentioned about the 'invention disclosure templates' The 

background information a of innovators figures, % split of the awards. The shortest way to get 

the idea flow and to pursue your idea is to approach innovation coaches.  

How does the introduction to “How to use 

the Idea box” looks like”? 

    

Innovation     

Would you please describe your best idea 

selection experience in the past?  

  No specific experience. Sometimes just brainstorming on the white board. 

Do great ideas comes from individual or 

team efforts in general 

  Mixed 

How does the quality of ideas being judge 

at the moment? working group, technical 

support 

  Highly depend on the area of innovations, it might not be a perfect idea in the beginning but at 

least provide directions to move forward 

What is the ultimate goal for Ericsson 

innovation team, is it to engage every 

employee to become an innovator or is it 

more related to supporting the existing 

innovator with most helpful resources? 

Change the mindset of the 

people. able to create 

system/procedures to create 

idea… follow this path … 

Depends. "Everyone can be an artist, but not everyone can be Picasso "They are working on the 

innovation events called Heaton project that aim to increase the awareness and importance of 

innovation management.  

Ideation     

 Would you please describe your 

experience with idea generation tools and 

frameworks 

  It just happened sometimes, no specific ideation technique… what is the customer problems we 

are trying to solve… 

What are the ideas generation tools 

available at the moment? 

  No specific response. Sometimes, the bug list, which customers problem are they solving.  
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Why do some department outperform 

others 

  "Some areas are more open and more creative than others... the culture of taking time to do 

innovation - some people are extremely good in coming up with good ideas. If you get turn 

down for a few times, they would give up" 

Are there any training documents to 

provide constructive feedbacks to the ideas 

submitted? Are there procedures cover 

how to estimate business value?  

  The quality of ideas also depends on the nature of innovations and where to deploy and 

implement. It is important to evaluate the market. The problem is that 'disruptive 

innovations...might disrupt even your own innovations, however, it might be the dilemma - 

either we do it or someone else will do it.  

How to engage and make people comment 

to innovation workshops or coaching 

  It is a platform where you can share ideas and discuss why this idea does not work. It is 

important to "Attack the idea not the person". It is also possible to combine ideas with others. 

The dynamic in the workshop is more or less 'spontaneous'. 

How do you measure the effectiveness of 

the workshop you have conducted? What 

are the important matrix and successful 

key indicators? 

  Workshop can resulted in number of potential ideas and areas we can continue to work on. The 

best way to captured is to take photo of the discussion board. "It is important to get train of 

ideas". Apply patents can be difficult the first time, He talk about innovation sparks. Not every 

can be innovators. Classic obstacle is Hard deadlines + little time. Motivate everyone to be 

innovators.  
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‘Best Practice’ Departments 

Questions Interviewees   

Culture E.9 & E.10 E.11 

What is the culture of 

Ericsson? 

Innovations, R&D 15 years ago... systematic approach to innovations, tools 

& awards… process defined… 3 years ago … there are activities to 

promote innovation. Innovation is highly prioritize, high visions... 

Innovation is very important.  

Key values: very professional, take care of people. “She can’t really 

remember the values” she mentioned about trainings for the 

employees. 

How do you integrate the 

culture of Ericsson in your 

daily life? 

Ericsson Croatia visions… strategy… how to approach innovations, 

documentations, how to handle innovations 

Give example, group work on best perfection product with 'delivery 

on time'. Customers can qualify the product, co-operation with third 

party. Ericsson is good company that can cooperate well with other 

third-party companies. 

What are the KPIs that 

measure your productivity 

and efficiency relative to 

the culture? (Respect, 

professionalism and 

perseverance) 

– 6 years we have KPIs for innovation target at different level. Unit 

level…. We have also IPM, individual goals (innovation build-in). Target 

are cascaded to individual level, is not too much on innovation, but to 

promote innovation culture as such. It’s important that people has 

innovation culture as part of their goal. We are really using the innovation 

part to distinguish… between each employee… perform outside the normal 

task… people can think of something new … how they can help with the 

product & company. People are even suggesting new stuff, which is not 

even related to their own work. People in organization can evaluate and see 

if that’s something already exist and conduct further analysis. 

 

Different KPI for each role, some of them has innovation 

goals/patents/product prototype. A lot of workshops... To share 

different ideas and demo your products. We try to cross-group… 

different work group sitting together. And have some kind of 

Competition. 
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Incentives     

 What are the drives and 

incentives for employee to 

be creative and inventive? 

  

Ideas that are accepted, there’s also a reward but not as a primary driver, I 

must say that motivate people is “the freedom” and if they are thinking that 

way they will get management support instead of just concentrating on 

your work. They have the freedom to influence on the products. There are 

different rewards per different stages of idea implementation.  

Yes. When you enter the building lobby there is pictures of people 

who has patents publish… hall of fame at the office. Actually, I 

think those recent years, innovation was driven in very positive 

ways… the number of patents increased a lot. We have 35 people, 

105 patents…  

Keys to success – driver for innovations… that person did a good 

job…. People are already interesting in this area. The talented 

people are very driven for innovations. There is a program which 

Help the people to put ideas together… give one example… that 

drive good innovation, even though we are very busy… we have to 

finish on time. There are regular workshops half day, 1 day 

workshop. It is for encourage the people to share opinions and 

speak-out, also encourage employee to join that event… and 

increase their network. The regular employee is the one organizing 

this workshop. Turbo campaign… used to drive innovations in a 

positive way. 

We try a lot of ways; we encourage people … and give coupons… 

or something like that. We can help them in terms of management 

channel… you can publish on workshop… or international 

occasion… present the demo of the product… increase your 

personal performance every year. Videos of your ideas in the 

workshop can be published in internal website or different public 

demo... some international occasions. She mentioned about patents 

and awards. 

Innovation     

Do you think that Ericsson 

is promoting innovation in a 

good way? 

Yes. Promote in a good way. Give example… one group of people… 

providing different guidelines… tools, to improve… to support from top 

level. Freedom to organize at local level. We have the tools to adapt; idea 

box as global tools … within the company to promote the site… we can 

submit ideas … others can see their productivity and number of ideas. 

Others see we really push forward this… and to get suggestions from other 

people and other sources for the product. Also, different competition at 

local level… we are part of the “design community” organization that asks 

people to give idea.  

Yes. Many type of promotions. Innovations newsletters every 

month, Turbo Campaign. Very focused on driving innovations in a 

positive way. Many awards to increase your personal performance 

every year.  
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What are sources that 

inspire innovation in your 

department? 

Everything is included; ideas are usually from our daily work, problem 

with tools and creativity and daily tasks. There are several guy of my team 

… working with Stockholm site… not only concentrate on daily works... 

Suggestion outside of the daily work. Employee sees something new in 

from the internet... Something easily adaptable to the product they are 

working on. They are thinking how they can use the solutions… to make 

new one… that get benefits to the end user. As a result, these initiatives... 

have been prototype and show at IBC… (Event at Barcelona). 

Patents... Showcase at the office lobby. Rewards such as coupons 

and personal recognitions to publish ideas to the public demo on 

some international events/occasions. 

Are the resources available 

for the employee to be 

innovative (non-routine 

work)? Fund, time, working 

group, technical support 

We have innovation at corporate level at Croatia site. Innovation circles… 

we have drivers which aim to cover 40 employee … there’s one driver 

given to responsible pick up idea… and get feedback… ask some  external 

people to give feedback for your ideas…  

There are different approach for funding. There are ideas that are originated 

from specific project... e.g. The hours… the complete solutions can be 

reuse... And propose the innovations… there is no additional cost for 

develop… it can be with different organization. Ideas that are something 

new; we can find funding internally in the company.  

Timing resource is very scarce. Sometimes the release date is very 

tight. Employees stayed very late to work on their ideas after 

working hours 

When do the employees 

find time to be innovative? 

“You cannot allocation fix time for innovation” it is more like a culture and 

if you are able to bring something new it means you are basically thinking 

about it all the time 

Working after office hours 

How is innovativeness 

measured at the moment? 

Last 2 years we put efforts to measure the idea...in terms of money. 

Introduce tools locally made and how this tools save you money…  

Second approach is ‘how fast we get feedback’… it’s about the process 

itself. 

At individual level – measure number of submitted idea, of accepted 

ideas... the primary idea is to have it within the target. Conduct the 

awareness of innovations and within the target. Please be innovative in the 

meeting and then there’s another meeting next year. It doesn’t work that 

way.  

It is not possible to enforce… it is either is innovative or not.  

Number of Patents, Individual performance 
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Usage of Idea box     

Have you already reached 

the ideal scenario when it 

comes to innovation or do 

you currently try to improve 

something?  

We try to improve every year… how many people are contributing… 

provide ideas… 

Promotions; good example with ideas… the department in Stockholm is 

quite innovative … perhaps... People are just not logging in their idea.  

Why people don’t use the Idea box? Is it because of the tools? No time? 

Maybe the tool should be re-new… if they find it hard to use the first time, 

they won’t’ log the idea for the second time.  

Give example… promote innovation culture lots of work for steering as 

well… lots of meetings that go through the ideas that are pre-selected…. 

Ideas of improvement…. Ideas are not associated to the product; it could be 

‘a better toilet paper’… ‘how to reallocate the parking space… to make 

more parking spaces”… it was rejected… purely due to limited time… but 

after a few months… company actually develops it... it was such 

demotivation for the employee…management need to encourage… And 

feedback on his idea… 

  

What are the main focus 

and priority outcome on 

idea generation (proceed 

from previous question)? 

*downside of targets … there’s another problem with quality... People just 

fulfill up to the target.  

  

Did your department use 

idea box from the 

beginning? 

Idea box introduction *** in the beginning, we integrate idea box 

completely in our process.  

Francisco can open the home page – big icon on intranet... People cannot 

miss it… if people want to submit the idea. 

  

Where do you see the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of idea box? 

The Ideabox tool doesn’t change … it doesn’t cover other activities 

associating the ideas... Within the steering group for example…  

  

How does the introduction 

to “How to use the idea 

box” looks like”? 

Its video training… the tool it is very straight forward… how to operate the 

tools … if people are passionate about idea...  

  

Is someone responsible for 

keeping track that everyone 

uses Idea box correctly? 

Not specifically assigned to monitor   

Is the usage or Idea box part 

of the KPIs? 

Yes   
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Appendix D – Survey Results 

 

Dimensions Item Questionnaire Mean 

Challenging Work 

1 I feel challenged by the work I am currently doing  3.3 

2 I feel that I am working on important projects  3.4 

3 
The organization has an urgent need for successful completion of the work I am now 

doing  
3.6 

4 The tasks in my work are challenging  3.4 

5 The tasks in my work call out the best in me  3.1 

Creativity 

6 My area of this organization is creative  3.3 

7 My area of this organization is innovative  2.9 

8 Overall, my current work environment is conducive to my own creativity  2.8 

9 
Overall, my current work environment is conducive to the creativity of my work 

group  
2.7 

Freedom 

10 I feel little pressure to meet someone else's specifications in how I do my work  3.2 

11 I have the freedom to decide how I am going to carry out my projects  3.3 

12 I have the freedom to decide what project I am going to do 2.4 

13 
In my daily work environment, I feel a sense of control over my own work and my 

own ideas  
3.2 

Lack of Organizational 

Impediments 

14 Destructive criticism is a problem in this organization  2.3 

15 People are concerned about negative criticism of their work in this organization  2.1 

16 People are critical of new ideas in this organization  1.9 

17 
People in this organization feel pressure to produce anything acceptable, even if 

quality is lacking  
1.5 

18 Procedures and structures are too stringent in this organization  2.8 

19 
There is an emphasis in this organization on doing things the way we have always 

done them  
1.8 

20 This organization is strictly controlled by upper management  1.9 

Managerial 

Encouragement 

21 I get constructive feedback about my work  2.6 

22 My boss clearly sets overall goals for me  2.8 

23 My boss communicates well with our work group  3 

24 My boss has good interpersonal skills  3.2 

25 My boss is open to new ideas  3.4 

26 My boss plans well  3 

27 My boss serves as a good work model  2.8 

28 My boss shows confidence in our work group  3.5 

29 My boss supports my work group within the organization  3.3 

30 My boss values individual contributions to project 3.5 

31 My boss's expectations for my project 3 

Organizational 

Encouragement 

32 
Failure is acceptable in this organization, if the effort on the project was good  2.8 

33 

34 Ideas are judged fairly in this organization  2.8 

35 In this organization, there is a lively and active flow of ideas  3 

36 New ideas are encouraged in this organization                 3.2 

37 
Overall, the people in this organization have a shared vision of where we are going 

and what we are trying to do  
2.6 
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38 People are encouraged to solve problems creatively in this organization  3.4 

39 People are encouraged to take risks in this organization  2.4 

40 People are recognized for creative work in this organization  2.8 

41 People are rewarded for creative work in this organization  2.4 

42 
People in this organization can express unusual ideas without the fear of being called 

stupid  
3.3 

43 Performance evaluation in this organization is fair  2.8 

44 There is an open atmosphere in this organization  3.4 

45 
This organization has a good mechanism for encouraging and developing creative 

ideas  
2.4 

Productivity 

46 My department is effective  2.8 

47 My department is efficient  2.7 

48 My department is productive  3.1 

Realistic Workload 

Pressure 

49 I do feel a sense of time pressure in my work  1.6 

50 I do have too much work to do in too little time  1.6 

51 I don't have sufficient time to do my projects 1.5 

52 There are too high expectations for what people can achieve in this organization  2.8 

53 There are too many distractions from project work in this organization  2.2 

Sufficient Resources 

54 Generally, I can get the resources I need for my work  3.2 

55 I am able to easily get the materials I need to do my work  2.9 

56 I can get all the data I need to carry out my projects successfully  3 

57 The budget for my projects is generally adequate 3.2 

58 The facilities I need for my work are readily available to me  3.3 

59 The information I need for my work is easily obtainable  2.9 

Work Group Supports 

60 In my work group, people are willing to help each other  3.9 

61 My co-workers and I make a good team  3.4 

62 People in my work group are open to new ideas  3.6 

63 The people in my work group are committed to our work  3.7 

64 There is a feeling of trust among the people I work with most closely  4 

65 There is a good blend of skills in my work group  3.8 

66 There is free and open communication within my work group  3.8 

67 
Within my work group, we challenge each other's ideas in a constructive way  

 
3.5 

How important are 

changes in the 

following areas to 

improve the idea 

generation in the 

department  

68 Barriers to generate ideas due to destructive company culture 3.1 

69 Challenges at work 2.1 

70 Encouragement from Ericsson 2.4 

71 Encouragement from the boss 2.1 

72 Own creative ability 2.1 

73 Personal freedom at work 1.9 

74 Sufficient resources 2 

75 Team spirit 1.8 

76 Time for being innovative 1.8 

Ideabox 

77 * Please rate the usability of 'Ideabox'  0.6 

78 How often have you left a comment to an idea in Ericsson tool called 'Ideabox'?  1.4 

79 How often have you submitted an idea to Ericsson tool called 'Ideabox'?  1.2 

 


